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Methods for use by custom feed millers in pricing their services 
to recover short-run and long-run costs of operation are developed in 
this study. Descriptive information from the 1977 Custom Feed Milling 
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Custom feed milling is the process of grinding, crimping, or 
cracking farmers' locally produced grains and combining them with 
other ingredients for use by farmers (37, p. 1). It provides the 
farmer with another alternative to feeding unprocessed grain or selling 
it and buying commercial formula feeds. Through custom milling the 
feed user can obtain feeds mixed according to an infinite variety of 
formulas. This study is intended to resolve issues facing the ap-
proximately 100 Oklahoma custom feed mills, These mills are generally 
smaller in volume than the formula feed manufacturing enterprises em-
phasized in other investigations (3,4,29,31,33,34,35,36,37,38). Vir-
tually all Oklahoma custom feed mills are operated in firms which offer 
other agribusiness services, such as grain handling and storage, re-
tail feed sales, and fertilizer blending. 
Statement of the Problem 
A 1960 survey of country grain elevators engaged in custom feed 
milling by Larson and Page ( 18, p • 7) found substantial ranges in 
prices charged for the same services by firms operating under similar 
conditions. Grinding charges ranged from 10 to 20 cents per hundred-
weight-with a mean of 14.4 cents per hundredweight. A range in es-
timated grinding costs of 3 to 24 cents per hundredweight with. a mean 
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of 11.6 cents per hundredweight was reported by 12 firms. The 1977 
Custom Feed Milling Survey (appendix) indicates that the variances in 
custom feed milling charges and costs have expanded. Grinding charges 
exhibit a range of 10 to 50 cents per hundredweight with a mean of 27.1 
cents per hundredweight, w~ile the range in mixing charges is from 5 to 
25 cents per hundredweight with a mean of 13.9 cents per hundredweight. 
Standard deviations are 10.4 and 5.4 cents per hundredweight for grind-
ing and mixing charges, respectively. Estimated costs for grinding and 
mixing display slightly wider ranges than the corresponding charges. 
The relationships between charges and estimated costs may be greater 
than, equal to, or less than service charges. 
Two possible reasons for considerable variation in prices charged 
and in estimated costs of operation between different custom feed mill-
ing firms may be formulated. Due to imperfect markets, feed milling 
firms may face differing demand, factor price, and technological con-
ditions. Varying factor price and technological situations can bring 
about diverging costs of operation. With interfirm differences in 
costs and/or in demand, prices charged for the same service logically 
vary between firms. Significant evidence, however, points to the in-
fluence of a second factor, the lack of well-developed procedures for 
cost accounting of enterprises or pricing custom feed milling services. 
Although elements of imperfect competition, such as farmer ties to co-
operatives in which they own shares, exist in the industry, the usual 
presence of competing mills withiri relatively short distances and 
farmers' opportunities for purchasing formula feeds provide consider-
able competition within the custom feed milling market. Thus, the 
existence of imperfect markets seems insufficient to explain the very 
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large ranges in charges and estimated costs found in the Larson and 
Page survey and in the 1977 Custom Feed Milling Survey. The later sur-
vey also shows considerable differences between companies in factors 
considered in setting feed milling charges. The following literature 
review reveals a paucity of practical methods for the custom feed 
milling company to determine its costs and appropriate charges. This 
lack is due to the inapplicability of procedures presented in past 
studies to individual firms which deviate from the mean and these stud-
ies' concentration upon single enterprise feed manufacturing businesses. 
Finally, managers of Oklahoma feed mills have called a deficiency in 
economically sound methods for pricing their services to the attention 
of extension personnel. The use of cost data as decision aids for cus-
tom feed milling enterprises is not highly developed. Such aids may be 
applied to the pricing of services as well as the closely related physi-
cal capacity expansion and contraction decisions. 
Determination of minimum prices consistent with profitable enter-
prise operation is an aspect of pricing policy which lends itself to 
analysis~ Incremental costs provide the relevant guide for minimum 
pricing. Incremental costs are measured by the avoidable costs asso-
ciated with the additional factors that will be used up when more of 
anything is produced. In general, any service price below incremental 
costs is unprofitable. The margin above incremental costs which maxi-
mizes profit depends upon the price sensitivity of demand, determined 
primarily by alternatives open to feed users. The judgment of manage-
ment should be relied upon to decide this margin. Therefore, while 
incremental costs should not determine prices, they set the lower of 
the boundaries within which pricing decisions should be made for the 
time period to which the costs apply. 
Hcview of the Literature 
Descriptive Analyses of Survey Data 
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The simplest examinations of custom feed milling costs and pricing 
are the presentations of average figures derived from survey data. 
Larson and Page (18) survey prices and estimated costs as a portion of 
their 1961 study of grain banking operations. Hill (13) tabulates 
similar data for corn storage, drying, and merchandising operations. 
F.xtension survey information for feed manufacturing firms is presented 
by Brens.i.ke arid Askew (4). Data from surveys evidence the state of the 
feed milling industry and provide valuable background information for 
development of decision aids. However, due to differing internal and 
envil·onmental conditions faced by custom feed millers, industry average 
costs and charges provide little direct assistance in setting service 
charges for an individual firm. No one set of costs and prices is ap-
propriate for all firms. Industry average prices.may be too low to 
cover the c9sts of operation of some companies and may be too high to 
allow successful competition in some market areas. 
Economic Engineering Approach 
The most extensive analyses of feed milling service costs employ 
the economic engineering approach. With economic engineering, model 
feed milling plants are developed which reflect the technology and 
operating practices of the feed industry. The various operating costs 
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are derived from survey data. Equipment manufacturers provide informa-
tion on labor standards and equipment costs. 
Of the economic engineering studies only Vosloh, Askew, and 
Brensike (39) concentrate specifically on custom feed milling. The re-
searchers use the economic engineering approach to tabulate cost data 
for different feed milling procedures, including receiving ingredients, 
processing, mixing, pelleting, packaging, and warehousing. Using the 
synthesized costs of operation and average service charges taken from 
survey data, a breakeven analysis is performed. Cost categories con-
sidered are labor, power, overhead, and depreciation. Besides total 
revenue only power costs are allowed to vary with the volume of output 
of the model mill. Including income from concentrate sales as well as 
.. 
service revenue decreases the breakeven volume. Addition of molasses 
increases depreciation and power costs, but decreases the breakeven 
volume. 
Most economic engineering studies focus upon feed manufacturing 
instead of custom feed milling. Much of the descriptive information 
presented is applicable to both types of firms. Vosloh (33) and Roy 
and Wiggins (31) provide detailed economic engineering studies of over-
all feed manufacturing operations. Other investigations are of spe-
cific aspects o~ feed manufacturing (3,34,35,36,37,38). 
Economic engineering research fails to produce applied procedures 
useful to individual firms in pricing and adjusting capacity for a num-
her of reasons. _ Most significantly, like descriptive studies, the 
economic engineering approach yields results with a narrow range of 
applicability. This limitation is due to diversity between custom feed 
mills in technology, services available, and services demanded. Vosloh 
(34, PP• 30-31) recognizes the problem, 
Mixed feed plants vary greatly in the volumes and types of 
feed produced, equipment used, utility rates, plant loca..:. 
tion, and plant management. It is impossible to set up 
standards and assumptions to suit all operations for all 
plants. 
These investigations do not provide methods for modifying the approach 
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to suit individual feed milling situations. Model feed mills are often 
of idealized design. While these highly efficient models provide a 
standard for existing mills to move toward, the cost structures of the 
models often differ substantially from the cost frameworks of actual 
mills. Another factor is the use of current average prices in formu-
lating enterprise costs. This practice yields extremely perishable cost 
estimates. Also, economic engineering studies do not treat the mul-
tiple enterprise environment in which custom feed milling typically 
operates. Allocation of all costs to a single enterprise neglects op-
portunity costs resultant from intrafirm competition for use of dur-
able factors and neglects the possibility of interrelated demands for 
the products of the company. 
negression Estimates of Cost 
Functions 
Hegression estimates of cost functions for mixed feed plants are 
made by Phillips (30). Using survey data from 36 feed mills, there-
lationship between total mixing volume and cost efficiency in feed 
milling, taking to account the degree of capacity utilized, is es-
tablished. Broad applicability to custom feed milling is questionable 
since the survey firms are mainly feed manufacturers with considerably 
larger volumes than most custom mills. Even for large volume custom 
mills the regression equations may be of little use in pricing since 
the mills may be operating off the estimated cost curves. 
Regression Analyses of Price 
Differentials 
Nelson (25) seeks quantitative explanations of differences among 
prices paid by farmers for complete feeds, supplements, and shelled 
corn. It is hypothesized that the variables relevant to such an ex-
planation include product characteristics, services rendered, market 
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structure, market conduct attributes, and regionality. This hypothesis 
was tested through regression analysis~ Despite the low R2 of.the es,.. 
timated equations, several factors are found to be consistently import-
ant in explaining price differentials. However, cost of firm operation 
is not directly employed as an explanatory variable. A custom feed 
milling firm cannot use the estimated equations in pricing with the ex-
pectation of covering operating costs. 
Objectives of the Study 
The need for practical methods of using cost data in management of 
custom feed milling enterprises and the lack of these methods have been 
established by the problem statement and literature review, respective-
ly. 1'hus, the general objective of this study is to develop cost-based 
decision aids for custom feed millers. This objective may be broken 
down to include the following specific objectives: 
(1) to explore technical and economic aspects of the custom 
feed milling enterprise in agribusiness firm operations; 
(2) to develop an applied procedure for determining short-
run and long-run lower boundaries to service pricing, below 
which the enterprise would be operating at a loss; 
(3) to construct investment rules for adjusting feed mill 
capacity; and 
(4) to demonstrate the applicability of the developed procedures 
by use of an example firm. 
Procedures and Organization 
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In Chapter II the multiple enterprise agribusiness firm is ex-
amined. The place of custom feed milling within the firm is emphasized 
with a description of some technical and economic characteristics of 
feed milling. The 1977 Custom Feed Milling Survey (appendix) is the 
source of muc,h of the descriptive information in Chapter II~ 
Chapter III contains a review and development of the theory of 
cost and pricing. Included are theoretical treatments of the mult~ple 
enterprise firm, storage costs, loss-leader pricing, and imperfect 
competition. Theoretical pricing decision rules for the multiple 
enterprise firm sharing common resources between enterprises are de-
veloped. 
Based on the theory presented in Chapter III, a.worksheet for 
short-run pricing decisions is formulated in Chapter IV. The worksheet 
is used to conceptually price the services of an example firm. 
Chapter V contains systems for computing the long-run costs rele-
vant to firms engaged in feed milling. Employing the long-run cost 
computations, long-run pricing and capacity adjustment models are then 
applied to an example firm. 
The decision models are summarized in Chapter VI. The important 
conclusions of the study are presented, and possibilities for future 
research are discussed. 
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CHAPTEH II 
DESCRIPTION OF CUSTOM FEED MILLING IN MULTIPLE 
ENTERPRISE AGRIBUSINESS FIRMS IN OKLAHOMA 
Before formulating theoretical and practical cost determination 
procedures for custom feed millers, the relevant characteristics of 
firms engaged in feed milling must be enumerated. Custom feed milling 
generally exists as one of a number of enterprises in a firm. ~his 
chapter describes the custom feed milling service in a multiple enter-
prise setting. Breaking this service into component cost centers al-
lows it to be specifically investigated. The descriptive analysis 
continues with an examinati-on of the size, intensity, and market areas 
' of Oklahoma custom feed milling operations. Finally, the current ser-
vice pricing situation is presented with a view to service price and 
cost levels and pricing methods in use. This chapter utilizes results 
of the 1977 Custom Feed Milling Survey (appendix). All statistics, un-
less otherwise designated, refer to this survey. 
The Multiple Enterprise Agribusiness Firm 
Custom Feed Milling a Sideline 
Enterprise 
Custom feed milling 1s commonly carried on as a sideline to some 
other agricultural input or marketing business. Thirty-two firms 
10 
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t•eport on the 1977 Custom Feed Milling Survey that an average of 10 
percent of their gross income is derived from providing custom feed 
milling services (Table I). The range in feed milling gross income as 
a percentage of total gross income is 0.1 percent to 80.0 percent. Only 
one of the 32 firms receives more than one-half of its gross revenue 
from feed milling activities. 
Managers' conceptions of the place of custom feed milling in their 
firms are evidenced on the survey by their indicated reasons for en-
gaging in this enterprise (Table II). A large percentage of the firms 
list such factors as "to keep customers" and "to increase revenue from 
other services" as their most important reason for participating in 
feed milling. Thus, custom feed milling is often not solely designed 
to return a profit by itself, but is also used to increase the overall 
business volume of the company. However, profitability is still an im-
portant consideration, as one-third of the firms designate "to make a 
profit" as their primary reason for milling feed. 
Other Agribusiness Enterprises 
A number of other enterprises may exist with custom feed milling 
in agribusiness firms (Table I). These enterprises share inputs with 
feed milling and their revenues may both influence and be influenced by 
the level of feed milling activity. 
Grain Handling and storage. Country grain elevators gain reve.nue 
from grain handling and storage margins. The handling margin consists 
of. the difference between the price paid to farmers and the net price 
the elevator ·receives when the grain is sold, less shrinkage. Storage 
TABLE I 
IMPORTANCE OF VARIOUS ENTERPRISES TO 32 CUSTOM FEED MILLING FIRMS 
Enterprise 
Custom Feed Milling 
Grain Handling and Storage 
Retail Feed Sales 
Seed Sales, Cleaning, and Treating 
Fertilizer Sales and Blending 
Animal Health Products 
Chemicals 
General Farm Merchandise 
Petroleum 
Farm Machinery 
Source: 1977 Custom Feed Milling Survey. 
Number of the 
















9.8 0.1. - 80.0 
43.9 5.0 - 91.5 
16.7 1.0- 75.0 
5.5 0.1 - 20.0 
20.8 2.0 - 43.0 
3.5 0.2 - 32.0 
2.6 0.3 - 5.0 
5 .o 1.0 - 15.5 
6.9 1.0 - 30.0 
1.2 1.0 - 1.8 
TABLE II 
FIRMS' REASONS FOR ENGAGING IN CUSTOM FEED MILLING 
Reason 
To Keep Customers 
To Increase Revenue From Other Services 
To Make a Profit 
To Make New Customers 
Utilize Excess Labor 
Utilize Excess Facilities 
To Serve Customers 
.Competition 
Utilize Excess Storage 
a Total does not add to 100 due to rounding. 
Source: 1977 Custom Feed Milling Survey. 
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margins arise because Oklahoma is characterized by deficit on-farm 
storage capacity. Grain producers often rent elevator storage capacity 
if prices are low relative to their expectations for later in the sea-
son. ·Wheat is~ by far, the grain handled and stores in greatest quan-
tity in Oklahoma, although barley, grain sorghum, oats, and corn are 
also handled and stored (18). 
In Oklahoma grain handling and storage tends to be the most sig-
nificant business for firms engaged in custom feed milling. Thirty of 
the thirty-two firms responding to this survey question handle and/or 
store grain. The grain handling and storage enterprise provides an 
average of 44 percent of the gross income of the thirty firms. 
Retail Feed Sales. A large variety of formula f,eeds manufactured 
outside the firm may be sold by the custom feed miller. Thirty of the 
thirty-two feed millers report a retail feed selling enterprise. For 
the thirty companies formula feed sales, yielding a me~n of 17 percent 
of total gross revenue, tend to provide more gross income than custom 
feed milling. This revenue comes from margins added to the wholesale 
prices of formula feeds, 
Seed Sales, Cleaning, and Treating. Retail seed sales and/or seed 
cleaning and treating services are provided by twenty-nine of the 
thirty-two companies. Custom seed cleaning and treating is the process 
of cleaning and treating locally produced seed which is returned to the 
farms for planting (32). Most cleaning and treating in Oklahqma is 
done on wheat seed. Charges are normally assessed on the basis of the 
weight of the untreated seed. Separate charges are made for cleaning 
and treating, but most seed is both cleaned and treated {16). As with 
most retail activities, a margin is added to the wholesale price of 
seed sold at retail. While the proportion of firms participating in 
seed activities is high, the mean percentage of total gross revenue 
yielded from these activities is only 6 percent. 
15 
Fertilizer Sales and Blending. Eighty-seven percent of businesses 
engaged in custom feed milling sell fertilizers. Mixed fertilizers and 
fertilizer materials may be sold in bagged form. Many firms also pro-
vide bulk fertilizer blending services. Bulk blending refers to the 
purchase of granular fertilizer materials in bulk form and combining 
·them to individual farmers 1 orders or to meet recommendations based on 
soil tests (12). Bulk handling requires specialized equipment, usually 
in the form of a bulk blending plant. Income from fertilizer is ob-
tained from fixed charges added to the wholesale price of fertilizers, 
blending chaz·ges assessed for materials which are blended, and rental· 
fees for fertilizer spreader use. On the average these revenues make 
up 21 percent of the total gross revenue of the feed milling firms 
participating in fertilizer activities. 
Animal Health Products. Animal health products are handled by 84 
percent of the responding firms. Like seed activities, the contribu-
tion to total gross revenue of animal health product sales is generally 
small, averaging 4 percent. 
Petroleum. Fifteen of the 32 feed milling firms sell retail pe-
troleum products. Of the 15 firms 14 are cooperatives. A mean of 7 
percent of the total gross revenue of the 15 businesses is yielded from 
petroleum. The petroleum enterprise varies from small sales of oil and 
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lubricants to complete service stations. The range in percentage of 
total gross revenue of 1 percent to 30 percent reflects the variance in 
enterprise size. 
other Enterprises. Other relatively minor enterprises of a busi-
ness providing custom feed milling services may include chemicals, farm 
machinery, and general farm merchandise, which are offered by 69 per- ·. 
cent, 12 percent, and 62 percent, respectively, of the survey firms. 
Retail margins are derived from dealing in these products. Farm ma-
chinery provides an average of one percent of the gross revenue of the 
firms selling it, while the mean contributions to total gross revenue 
of agricultural chemicals and general farm merchandise are three per-
cent and five percent, respectively. 
Enterprise Interactions. The above enterprises interact with 
custom feed milling in several ways. Much of the labor in an agri-
business firm is unspecialized as to enterprise and is shared between 
the company's different activities. Hence, given a level of labor 
availability in the firm, labor usage in other enterprises affects the 
level of labor available for custom feed milling and vice versa. The 
various enterprises may have competitive or supplementary labor re-
lationships. During certain busy times of the year the competitive 
interaction is particularly apparent for the labor-intensive service 
activities, such as fertilizer blending and seed cleaning and treat-
ing. Over 24 percent of the mills indicate lito utilize excess labor" 
as one of their three most important reasons for engaging in feed mill-
ing (Table II). This evidences the supplementary aspect of labor re-
latiohships. 
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Custom feed milling also shares warehouse space with the other 
enterprises of the firm. Bagged feed ingredients and supplies require 
warehouse storage because receiving is not continuous. In addition, 
finished feed in many instances must be stored for short periods of 
time. The retail activities, such as formula feed, bagged fertilizer, 
and seed sales, interact with custom feed milling in the allocation of 
available warehouse space. 
An inventory of finn-owned and customer-owned bulk feed ingredi-
ents is maintained by the feed milling company. The grain handling and 
stoz'age and custoin feed milling enterprises must divide the bulk stor-
age space within the firm. The nature of this relationship is gener-
ally competitive, as indicated by only 7 percent of the survey firms 
choosing "to utilize excess storage" as an important reason for milling 
feed (Table II). The seasonal pattern of the bulk storage interaction 
is investigated later in this chapter. 
In addition to the interrelations of the firm's activities in the 
allocation of inputs, the demands for the different activities may be 
affected by one another. A major reason for offering custom feed mill-
ing services is to increase the revenue from other enterprises of the 
business (Table II). This impact is conceived to be most heavily felt 
on the major business of the firm, usually grain handling_and storage. 
Custom Feed Milling Cost Centers 
Custom feed milling may be broken into seven cost centers: re-
ceiving, grain banking, processing, mixing, pelleting, bagging, and de-
livery. With the exception of receiving, each of the cost centers 
contains one or more services for which separate charges are generally 
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made. In addition to revenue from services performed in the cost 
centers, the firm also gains custom milling income from sales of feed 
ingredients, particularly concentrates and molasses, for mixing with 
the customer-owned ingredients, usually grain. Receiving is a function 
necessary to the operation of the enterprise, but is not priced separ-
ately. .The cost of inputs used in receiving may be recovered through 
charges for the services produced in the other cost centers and through 
ingredient sales. The same is true for the cost involved in load out 
of feed which is not delivered. 
Heceiving. The receiving cost center refers to the taking of both 
customer-owned and firm-owned feed ingredients into the firm (Figure 1). 
Vosloh (34) groups incoming materials into several categories. 
The largest group, making up 60 percent to 75 percent of total 
tonnuge received, is the unprocessed bulk ingredients. Into this cate-
gory fall the grains barley, corn, grain sorghum, oats, and feeding 
wheat and other materials that must be ground, such as alfalfa pellets, 
cottonseed hulls, and peanut hulls (Table III). On the 1977 Custom 
Feed Milling Survey virtually all the companies·use corn, grain sorghum, 
oats, and feeding wheat. Barley and alfalfa pellets are also heavily 
included in mixes, and a few firms make use of cottonseed hulls and 
peanut hulls. 
The second largest group is called soft feed ingredients and ac-
counts for about 20 percent to 30 percent of the total tonnage re-
ceived (34). Included in this group are protein meals, such as soy-
bean meal, cottonseed meal, tankage, meat and bone meal, and fish meal, 
byproducts, such as dried beet pulp, and millfeeds. In Oklahoma the 
19 
Bagged Ingredi ents 
Miscell and aneous s · upplies 
Liquids 
/1 
Figure 1. Flow o· (3l)lagram for the Receiving Cost Center 
TABLE III 
INGREDIENTS USED IN FEED MIXES 
· Percentage of 
Ingredient Firms, Using Ingredient 
Grain Sorghum 100 Meat and Bone Meal 
Corn 98 Tankage 
Feeding Wheat 98 Fish Meal 
Oats 98 Millfeeds 
Barley 72 Dried Beet Pulp 
Alfalfa Pellets 54 Salt 
Cottonseed Hulls 4 Minerals 
Peanut Hulls 2 Vitamins 
Cottonseed Meal 90 Drugs 
So.vbean Meal 78 Molasses 















most popular protein meals are soybean meal and cottonseed meal. Soft 
feed ingredients may be received in bulk or bagged form. Bulk in-
greditmts ar•e delivered by rail in hopper or box cars or by truck. 
Bagged ingredients a:r·e delivered by rail or truck, loaded on pallets, 
moved by forklift truck, and stored i.n the warehouse. 
Minerals comprise a third category of ingredients. Ninety-four 
percent of the survey feed millers include non-salt minerals in their 
mixes. while all of the firms use salt. 
Another group is the vitamins and drugs included in animal feeds. 
Seventy-eight percent of the millers use vitamins, and 30 percent re~ 
port the inclusion of drugs. These materials are received in special 
containers and handled manually. 
Liquids, such as molasses, fat, and fish solubles, may.be used in 
the feed milling process, but, except for molasses, are not popular in 
Oklahoma. No survey firms use l:i:quid fat or fish solubles, and the mo-
lasse~ total jn Table III includes some use of dry molasses. Liquids 
are pumped from rail tank cars or tank trucks into storage tanks. 
Supplies,. such as feed bags, tags, and string, make up the last 
category of materials entering through the receiving cost center. 
Supplied are stored in the warehouse of the mill. 
Grain· Banking. Through grain banking an individual can put grain 
in storage :i.n an elevator and withdraw it later as processed feed (18). 
Graih banking provides storage service for grains the producer does 
not intend to sell but wishes to use for feed. Grain banking services 
arc offered by 63 percent of the firms responding to the 1977 Custom 
Feed Milling Survey. 
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Processing. Processing consists of grinding, crimping, or crack-
ing grain and grinding hay or other feed ingredients (Figure 2). The 
grinding operation is performed in a hammermill by several rows of thin 
hammers revolving at a high speed. The feed material is reduced through 
a combination of impact, shear, and attrition (38). Ninety-two percent 
of the survey feed mills grind grain. Hay grinding is performed by 20 
percent of the firms. Crimping involves cutting and crushing grain 
through use of a roller mill. The crimping service is offered by 80 
percent of the custom feed milling firms. A rotary knife cutter is 
used in cracking grain. A relatively small percentage of the feed 
mills, 20 percent, provide this service. 
Mixing. Feed ingredients are combined through the mixing process 
(Figure 3). The types and combinations of feed ingredients are varied 
accol"d:ing to the orders of the customer. Smaller opel"ations use verti-
cal mixers, while larger mills employ hortizontal mixers. Feed in-
gredients arc mixed by 90 percent of the feed milling firms. 
Pclleting. To increase convenience in handling, reduce waste, and 
improve nutritional value, mash feed is sometimes converted to pellets 
(Figure 4). Pelleting requires expensive, specialized equipment and is 
engaged in by only 14 percent of Oklahoma's custom feed mills. 
Bagging. Although the trend in recent years has been toward bulk 
feed, bagged feed is often demanded by managers of small livestock or 
poultry operations. Of the survey firms, 71 percent offer custom feed 
:in bagged form. In bagging, finished feed flows by gravity through an 
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Figure 3. Flow Diagram for the Mixing Cost Center (31) 
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Figure 4. Flow Diagram for the Pel-
leting Cost Center (31) 
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d(i)fd:red package size. 'l'he feed is packaged and then sealed by sewing 
(33). Bagging is outlined in Figure 5. 
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Delivery. The finished feed may be loaded on to customers' ve-
hicles at the mill or delivered, usually for an extra charge. Eighty-
two percent of the Oklahoma feed mills responding to the survey offer 
bulk delivery, and 20 percent offer bagged delivery. Flatbed trucks 
arc used for bagged delivery, while bulk delivery requires a bulk 
truck. 
Coordination of Cost Centers. The cost centers do not function in 
:isolation and must be coordinated as to volume and timing of operation. 
Often some of the cost centers are bypassed and some, particularly 
grain banking and pelleting, do not exist in many feed mills. The 
agribusiness firm may be viewed as a system made up of a number of 
enterprise subsystems, one of which is custom feed milling. Custom 
feed milling, in turn, is composed of cost center subsystems. 
Volume 
Size, Intensity, and Market Areas of 
Custom Feed Milling Operations 
The custom feed milling volumes of 33 Oklahoma firms providing 
volume information on the 1977 Custom Feed Milling Survey vary greatly 
between firms (Table IV). Yearly production ranges from 38 to 49,000 
tons with'a m~an volume of 3,608 tons. The distribution is skewed 
considerably toward low volumes, as smaller companies are predominant 
among the 33 feed dealers. Seventy-nine percent of the mills have 















VOLUME OF 33 CUSTOM FEED MILLING ENTERPRISES 
Volume Average Range in Percentage 
of Volume Volume of 
33 Firms Per Firm Per Firm Yearly 
Month (tons) (tons) (tons) Volume. 
January 14,282.77 432.81 6 - 5,000 12.0 
February 14,394.59 436.20 7 - 5,000 12.1 
March 12,738.53 386.02 5 - 5,000 10.7 
Apri 1 9,488.22 287.52 3 - 4,000 8.0 
May 8,115.54 245.93 0 - 4,000 6.8 
.June 6,416.68 194.44 0 - 3,000 5.4 
July 6,051.82 183.39 0 - 3,000 5.1 
August 6,000.35 181.83 0 - 3,000 5.0 
Septtlmber 6,813.90 206.48 0 - 3,000 5.7 
October 9,008.98 273.00 3 - 4,000 7.6 
November 11 '881. 52 360.05 4 - 5,000 10.0 
December 13,880.41 420.62 5 - 5,000 11.7 
Total Yearly 119,073.31 3608.29 38 - 49,000 100.1a 
aTotal does not add to 100 due to rounding. 
Source: 1977 Custom Feed Milling Survey. 
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A pronounced seasonal pattern exists in custom feed milling volume. 
The cold weather months of November through March account for 56 percent 
of yearly production. Volume for a winter month is generally more than 
twice that fo:r• a summer month. The seasonal pattern is mainly due to 
concentrated demand during the colder months for supplements for cow-
calf and feeder cattle operations. Less seasonal demands exist for 
dairy and swine rations. 
The seasonal distributions of volumes for the grain handling and 
storage, fertilizer, and seed enterprises of agribusiness firms tend to 
<.liffer from that of the feed enterprise. In the grain activity most of 
the wheat, oats, and barley is received and must either be shipped out 
or put into storage during the last two weeks of June. The grain sor-
ghum harvest occurs from October 15 to November 15. Seed and fertilizer 
activities arc highly seasonal. Most fertilizer is applied to wheat and 
feed grains prior to planting or as a starter at planting time. Hence, 
the greatest demand for seed and fertilizer falls in a 30-day period 
prior to wheat planting in the autumn. A secondary fertilizer. volume 
peak occurs in the spring with the application of nitrogen top dress-
ings. A three to one fall-spring fertilizer sales ratio is common to 
Oklahoma (16). With peak demands for custom feed milling in the winter, 
grain handling and merchandising in the summer, seed in the fall, and 
fertilizer in the fall and spring, versatile labor and facilities are 
often advantageous. Labor ahd some facilities can be transferred from 
enterprise to enterprise depending on the demand situation. 
Mixing Capacity 
The mixing capacity of 48 firms ranges from 2 tons to 30 tons, 
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with an average of 7.9 tons. Thirty-eight of the 48 mills have 10 ton 
or smaller mixing centers. Three ton per hour, five ton per hour, and 
ten ton per hour mixing facilities are the most numerous. 
Because of the seasonality of volume and the nature of the custom 
operation with its attendant scheduling problems, much excess capac:i,ty 
exists in custom feed milling (Table V). Potential yearly production 
of' 33 feed mills is calculated by multiplying the hourly mixing ca-
pacity of the 33 firms by 40 hours per week and then multiplying this 
product by 52 weeks per year. Under these assumptions the firms are 
using 22 percent of their annual capacity. A ·very large range of one 
to 80 percent of mixing capacity use is found. Large volume mills 
tend to employ much more of their available capacity than smaller 
volume mills. Many of the small feed millers produce less than 15 
percent of their potential annual capacity volume. 
A seasonal pattern reflecting seasonal volume occurs in mixing 
capacity use. Monthly potential volume is calculated by dividing 
yearly potential volume by 12. Used capacity ranges from 14 percent in 
August to 32 percent in February. 
Crain Storage Capacity 
Forty-six firms engaged.in custom feed milling have a total grain 
storage capacity of 24,269,000 bushels. Thus, the mean grain storage 
space per firm is 529,000 bushels with a range of 8,000 bushels to 
:~,700,000 bushels. Normally, 53,400 bushels (10 percent) of the per 
firm storage capacity is used for storing bulk feed ingredients. This· 
includes company-owned ingredients and customer-owned ingredients, both 
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percent of one firm's storage capacity is devoted to custom feed mill-
ing, while another firm uses all of its capacity for storing feed in-
gredients. 
The overall seasonal pattern of feed ingredient storage is less 
pronounced than the seasonal pattern of milling volume. The per firm 
average peak feed ingredient storage for 1976 is 60,300 bushels. This 
:i.s 113 percent of the normal ingredient storage level, as compared with 
peak volume which is 145 percent of normal monthly volume. For in-
dividual firms, however, the peak storage is up to four times larger 
than normal ingredient storage. Feed ingredient storage tends to 
reach a maximum in the November-January period (Table VI). This peak 
i.s slightly earlier in the year than the volume peak, as millers ex-
pand inventories in anticipation of the heavy feed milling period. 
The seasonal patterns of bulk feed ingredient storage and grain 
wtorage provide the possibility of a competitive relationship in the 
allocation of available storage space. ,Johnson, Mennem, and· Oehrtman 
(15) detail a common seasonal pattern of country elevator grain storage 
in Oklahoma. A country elevator receives nearly all its grain for a 
year in a period of a few days; for Oklahoma locations harvest occurs 
during June. Most elevators receive more grain than local facilities 
will hold, so the excess is shipped to terminal elevators where it is 
held until sold. As farmers sell grain, country elevators usually sell 
stocks at terminal elevators first, retaining as much as possible in 
local facilities for generation of storage revenue. Very little grain 
tends to move out of the local elevator until the late winter or spring 
of the following year when the elevator begins to be cleared in antici-
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Source: 1977 Custdm Feed Milling Survey. 
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thtdr space full of stored grain from harvest to late winter or spring, 
the f'cEJd milling and grain storage and handling enterprises may com-
pete for storage space during this period. In this case the cost of 
storage of bulk feed ingredients must include the income forgone by, 
not storing grain for later sale. The interaction applies most intense-
ly during the November-January peak feed ingredient storage season. 
Hours of Operation 
The normal average hours of feed mill operation per week for 48 
firms is 36,8 hours, with a range of 8 hours to 56 hours. Despite the 
mean, 56,2 percent of the companies normally mill feed more than 40 
hours per week, The mean peak weekly operation of 47.1 hours is sub-
stantially above normal mean hours of operation, indicating the season-
al pattern of volume, Ninety-five percent of the mills experience peak. 
weekly hours of operation during the November-March period (Table VI). 
Labor Use 
Forty-eight survey feed mills employ 10 man-hours to 270 man-hours 
of labor per week. As a per firm average, somewhat more than two full-
time workers, 99 man-hours per week, are used in custom feed milling, 
Dividing a finn's labor man-hours per week by its normal hours of 
operation per weelr gives an indication of the number of workers typic-
ally employed in the mill. Using this calculation, 23 percent of the 
feed mills employ one worker per week, 29 percent employ two workers 
per week, 25 percent employ three workers per week, and the remaining 
23 percent have four or more employees engaged in feed milling per 
week. Many of the employees do not work full time in feed milling, 
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spending part of their working time in other enterprises of the agri.,... 
business firm. 
Market Areas 
A user of feed milling services will generally purchase from the 
firm with the lowest service charges plus transport costs from the 
f'il'm to his farm. The results of these customer decisions bring about 
a pattern of market areas. The distance from the mill to the most dis-
bmt regular customer of the mill evidences the extent of the firm's 
market area. On the average the radius of the market area is 30 miles. 
The range in extent of market areas is considerable, with distance to 
the most distant customer varying from 4 to 125 miles. 
Current State of Custom Feed 
Milling Service Pricing 
Charges and Estimated Costs 
Feed milling firms on the average charge less for the mixing ser-
vico than for otherservices (Table vtr). Pelleting and hay grinding 
arc the most expensive services. Intermediate charges are made for 
grain grinding, crimping, and cracking,-with slightly lower rates for 
bagging. Large ranges exist in the charges. The firm with the high~st 
price for a particular service tends to charge five times as much as 
the lowest price firm. 
Differing pricing schemes are used for grain banking, bulk de-
livery, and bagged delivery services (Table VIII). For example, bulk 













CHARGES ~~D ESTDiATED COSTS FOR CUSTOM 
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aThe pricing and cost estimation schemes for thes~ services vary considerably. 
Source: 1977 Custom Feed Milling Survey. 
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5 - 50 
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5 - 45 
5 - 30 
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aThe pricing and cost estimation schemes for these services vary considerably. 
Source: 1977 Custom Feed Milling Survey. 












PRICING SCHEMES FOR BULK DELIVERY OF 
CUSTOM FEED MILLING PRODUCTS 
Pricing Scheme 
Flat per Cwt. or per Ton Charge 
Per Cwt. or per Ton Charge With Minimum Charge 
Flat per Mile Charge 
Per Load Charge Plus per Mile Charge· 
Per Mile Charge With Minimum Charge 
Miscellaneous Schemes 
a Total does not add to 100 due to rounding. 










a 99.9 . 
mile, or per load plus per mile charges or through miscellaneous pric.- , 
ing schemes. Often a minimum charge per order is involved. The mis- , 
ccllane<>UH schemes are. sometimes complex. 
Mean charges exceed mean estimated costs for all services except 
hay gri.nding (Table VII). Positive average margins range from one 
cent for bagging to 13 cents for pclleting. Estimated cost ranges are 
:i.n general larger than ranges in charges. For each service, except '• 
hay grinding and feed bagging, a large majority of the firms engaged 
ln feed milling estimate that they gain a positive margin. Little can 
be concluded for hay grinding since only four millers estimate costs 
for this service. Almost one-half of the companies bagging feed re-
port that they break even or sustain losses on the bagging operation. 
From 43 to 60 percent of the firms reporting charges do not esti~ 
mate co::::ts. This may indicate a deficiency in cost accounting data for· 
these feed millers. 
Vactors Considered in Setting 
Service Prices 
In setting custom feed milling charges, cost factors are pre-
dominant in the consideration of managers (Table IX). Almost 69 percent 
of the firms select either "cost of labor", "overall cost of operation", 
"cost of machinery", or "cost of ingredients" as the most important 
factor i.n service pricing. Price levels are particularly sensitive to 
labor cost. Charges of competitors and desired profit margin are also 
·important pricing factors. Effect of charges on volume, past charges, 
and livestock prices receive little consideration from managers when 
setting prices of custom feed milling services. Service prices 
TABLE IX 
FACTORS CONSIDERED IN SETTING CUSTOM 
FEED MILLING SERVICE CHARGES 
Percentage of 
Firms Choosing as 
One of Top Three 
Factor Factors 
Cost of Labor 64.4 
Overall Cost of Operation 62.2 
Charges of Competitors 40.0 
Cost of Machinery 40.0 
Desired Profit Margin 31.1 
Cost of Ingredients 24.4 
Effect of Charges on Volume 11.1 
Past Charges 8.9 
Livestock Prices 2.2 
Season of the Year o.o 
a Total does not add to 100 due to rounding. 


















generally are not adjusted seasonally, as indicated by the lack of re-
sponse to the "season of the year" factor. 
Conclusions 
Description of the custom feed milling industry in Oklahoma makes 
more apparent the need for improved use of cost data for these bus-
inesses •. The most vivid evidence of the deficiency in cost-based de-
cision aids is the 1arge proportion of firms reporting charges but 
failing to er:;timate costs on the 1977 Custom Feed Milling Survey. Very 
large tnterfirm ranges in charges for all custom feed mi1ling services 
and substantial disagreement among managers over appropriate price de-
terminants indicate that widely accepted pricing procedures do not 
exist in the industry. 
The descriptive data also points to factors which affect the de-
velopment of needed cost-based decision procedures. Two of the factors 
stem directly from the multiple enterprise nature of firms milling 
Ceed. Several enterprises existing.together present the possibility 
of competitive or supplementary use of inputs. For example, the grain 
storage space of many agribusiness firms is shared between custom feed 
milling and grain handling and storage activities. Often labor is an-
other important input which must be allocated between enterprises with-
in the firm. Multiple enterprises may have interrelated demands. The 
usc of custom feed milling as a sideline enterprise is a case of inter-
related demand in which custom feed milling is perceived to increase 
the revenue from the firm's main business. Other characteristics of 
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most Oklahoma custom feed mills, such as small and seasonally variable 
volume and considerable excess capacity, should also be reflected in 
decision aids. 
CHAPTER III 
THEORY OF COST AND PRICING FOR THE CUSTOM 
FEED MILLING FIRM 
The development of practical decision aids for pricing, expansion, 
and contraction of custom feed milling activities is facilitated by 
theoretical formulation of the cost framework of firms providing these 
services. Cost and pricing theory relevant to decision rule derivation 
is presented in this chapter. After a discussion of basic cost con-
cepts, the theory of profit maximization for a firm producing a single 
product in an environment of perfect competition is reviewed. This 
model is expanded to include the effects on profit maximizing behavior 
of' cu:-:tom feed milling firm characteristics enumerated in Chapter II. 
S:ince most companies engaged in custom feed milling are multiple enter-
prise firms, the theoretical model treats the allocation of fixed.fac-
tors between different products, an analysis particularly applicable to 
the shared storage space of country grain elevators. The possible in-
teractions of the demands for the firm's products are also considered. 
This inclusion is appropriate because feed milling often operates as a 
sideline enterprise used to increase the revenue from the main business 
of the firm, usually grain handling,and storage. A theoretical pric-
ing decision rule for maximizing profit given the more realistic model 
of the firm is derived. The chapter concludes with an examination of 
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the effects of imperfect competition upon optimal pricing policies for 
multiple product firms. 
Basic Cost Concepts 
Costs of producing a particular product are defined as the value 
of alternative products that the factors used in its productio~ could 
have produced. Thus the costs of factors to a firm are their values 
i.n their best alternative uses. 
n:scaf!nbl.e and Inescapable Costs 
For decision purposes the relevant costs are those which are es-
cap.ble. That is, the costs to be considered in the deliberation pro-
cess for any decision are those which can be avoided during the time 
period affected by the decision. Certain costs cannot be avoided dur-
ing certain time periods. Lewis (21, pp. 61-62) divides inescapable 
costs into four categories: 
(a) some are inescapable in the short run but not in the 
long run; 
(b) some are joint costs and escapable only in that 
sense; 
(c) some are inescapable for small but not for large 
changes of output; and 
(d) some are inescapable in all senses. 
The first type of unavoidable costs involves the distinction be-
tween immediately and ultimately escapable costs. The immediately es-
capable component of costs is usually less than that which can be es-
caped later. With commitments under contracts to hire, this divergence 
may occur if there is some penalty for immediate discharge of the con-
tract or some loss on transferring the contract obligations. When the 
contract expires complete escape from the co1'3ts it entails is possible. 
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With investment in durable assets, the immediately avoidable cost is 
usc.n' cost'. llst1r cost is the amount the discounted future earnings of 
a double asset are reduced by its use in the production of one unit of 
a product. When the asset expires and its replacement is considered 
il may be possible to escape a greater cost. 
When a factor 1s used simultaneously in the production of two or 
more products joint costs are incurred. Joint costs cannot be escaped 
by elim:i nating production of one product because they continue with 
production of another product. 
Lewis' thi.rd category of inescapable costs consists of those which 
are associated with indivisible inputs. Indivisibility, occurs when an 
expense vurics with output but in a ~maller proportion. For example, a 
nd n:imum setup cost may be required regardless of the amount of product 
to be produced in a particular batch. This minimum setup cost repre-
sents an indivisible cost. The indivisible element of costs is the 
difference between total costs and the quantity of output times mar-
ginal cost. 
Costs inescapable in all senses refer to commitments that have 
already been made which have no salvage value. When commitments have 
been made for assets which are perfectly perishable or perfectly dur-
able and for which there exists no salvage market, the costs associated 
with these commitments can never be escaped, such as equipment instal-
lation fees, equipment depreciation, and legal fees. 
Short Hun and Long Run 
In analyr.ing the costs of production of a firm, a distinction is 
made between short:..run and long-run viewpoints. The short-run is a 
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period sufficiently brief that the firm is unable to adjust its dur-
able factors. The quantities used of such factors as land, buildings, 
heavy machinery, and top management cannot be varied in the short run. 
Under Lewis' classification short-run escapable costs consist of the 
immediately escapable costs consist of the immediately escapable corn-
ponent of costs, including indjvisible costs not associated with ad-
,justrnent in durable factors. This concept of the short run generally 
allows variation in such factors as labor, raw materials, and power. 
In the long run more costs are escapable. It is a planning period long 
enough for the firm to be able to vary the quantities used o.f at least 
some of the factors not variable in the short run. Thus, adjustments 
in the durable factors of the plant are long-run decisions. Any costs 
heyond those :i.mmediately escapable can be avoided only in the long run, 
if at all. Costs under Lewis' fourth category cannot be escaped in the 
long r-un. Also, joint costs are inescapable in the long run unless the 
scope of analysis allows adjustment in all the enterprises affected by 
the ,joint costs. 
The Single Product Firm Model 
Leftwich·(l9) gives a nonmathematical and Henderson and Quandt 
(10) a mathematical treatment of the basic cost theory of the single 
product firm. In the following discussion assumptions similar to th~se 
stnted by Hicks (11, p. 38) are made: 
(a) the objective 6f the firm is to max1m1ze profit 
sub,ject to the technical constraints imposed by 
its production function; 
(b) the prices of the firm's factors and products 
are fixed and known; that is, perfect competition 
is assumed; (this assumption will later be relaxed 
in a discussion of imperfect competition); 
(c) a continuous production function exists (with nonzero 
first and second order partial derivatives) which re-
lates the set of independent factor variables to the 
set of independent product variables; 
(d) the exact nature of the firm's production function 
has been predetermined by a set of technical decisions 
by the firm's engineers and technicians; 
( cd the firm's production function is characterized by a 
decreasing rate of technical substitution between any 
two factors; a decreasing marginal product for all 
factor-product combinations; and an increasing mar-
ginal rate of product transformation between any two 
products; 
(f) all of the firm's factors and products are perfectly 
divisible; 
(g) neither the factor prices, product prices, nor the 
parameters which determine the firm's production 
function will change over the time period being con-
sidered; that is, this is a static model; and 
(h) neither the factor prices, product prices, nor the 
parameters which determine the production function 
are permitted to be random variables; that is, com-
plete certainty is assumed. 
Costs in the short run are classified as fixed (inescapable) and 
variable (escapable). Variable costs are the costs of the factors 
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which vary with output. In batch operations, such as custom feed mill-
Lng, the level of output may be changed by adjusting batch size and/or 
by changing the number of batches produced. Insofar as the firm's 
physical plant is not expanded or contracted, the costs associated with 
output adjustment by either method are variable. Fixed costs are the 
costs of the fixed factors and must be paid regardless of how much pro-
duct the firm produces or whether it produces at all. Cost as a func-
tion of output may be derived from the production function and the cost 
(as a function of input) equation of a firm. 
Q = F (X1,x2) and 
c - w1x1 + w2x2 + F 
where Q ::: quantity of output of a product per unit time; 
x1 ,x2 =quantities of factor 1 and factor 2 per unit time, 
respectively, and 
F = total fixed costs. 
·rhesc two equations may be reduced to one eq~ation with total 
costs an explicit function of product output plus the total costs of 
fixed factors, that is 
C = g(Q) + F 
where g(Q) are the total variable costs of production. 
F'or determining the profit maximizing rate of produ~t output the 
profit function of a firm may be expressed as 
TI = PQ- g(Q) - F, 
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where P is the price of the product and the other variables are defined 
as above. 
dTT = P _ o g ( Q) = 0 
dQ cf' Q 
P=cfg(Q) 
d' Q 
P = MC. 
The first order condition for profit maximization is the equivalence of 
marginal cost and product price. The second order condition requires 
that MC be increasing at the profit maximizing price-output combina..,. 
tion. Marginal costs and hence the decision rule are not affected by 
fixed costs. 
Profit maximization or loss minimization assumes that total revenue 
is greater than total variable costs. If variable costs exceed total 
revenue, the firm will not produce in the short run and will incur a 
loss equal to the level of total fixed costs. 
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Multiple Product Firm Cost and Pricing Theory 
The above analysis appl:i.es to a firm producing a single product in 
a single market. The multiple product firm is a much more common phe-· 
nomtmon in the economy for a reason pointed out by Clemens ( 6, p. 2) • 
What~ a firm has to sell is not a product but its 
capacity to produce. In so far as firms arc motivated 
by the marginal principle, there is a tendency to push 
production towards the point where marginai cost is 
equal to the demand price for the least profitable 
unit produced. , 
Production :i.s expanded by a process of price discrimination, product 
differentiation, and new market invasion. 
Characteristics of the Multiple 
Product Firm 
The. situation facing the multiple product firm differs from the 
bnsic short-run model in two basic ways. First, the fixed factors of 
production play a more crucial role in the multiple product firm than 
in the single product firm. It is possible in the multiple product 
firm to transfer units of a fixed factor from use in producing one pro-
duct to use in producing another product. This serves to bind the pro~ 
duction of different products together because within the firm each 
product :is competing with all of the firm's other products for use of 
the available fixed factors. It is also necessary to account for the 
possibility that the available quantity of the fixed factors may not be 
entirely used during any short-run period. Since the total quantity of 
f'ixcd factors cannot be adjusted by the firm in the short-run, it may 
be economical for excess capacity to exist in some or all fixed factors. 
In their analysis of the programming approach to the firm, Dorfman, 
fi() 
samuelson, and Solow (8, p. 202) observe the importance of fixed faclors 
tn the multiple product firm • 
. in Lhe programming formulation, most explicitly when 
the restraints are linear, the quantities of fixed fac-
tors arc cehtral to the problem because they are essen-
tial data in determining what the firm can and cannot 
do, while in the convenlional formulation these same 
fixed factors are r~garded as being somewhat aside from 
the problem just because their quantities are fixed and 
predetermined. 
A ~econd factor causing divergence between the single and multiple 
product Firm is the possibility that the demands for different products 
pPoduccd by the multiple product firm arc related. Bailey (1) examines 
the pricing and output decisions of a firm producing products with re-
latcd demand curves. The demand curves could be related because the 
products are complementary or substitutable, because the same product 
is sold under different labels to different self-differentiated mar-
lwts, or because the same product is sold to imperfectly separated 
geographical areas. The firm must consider the effect of additional 
units sold of' one product upon the revenue from its other products. 
Bai.lcy (1, p. 83) uses the term "differential revenue" to refer to the 
net addition to revenue from the sale of an additional unit of a pro-
duct considering both the effect on that product's price and the ef-
l'ects on the price of a given amount sold of the firm's other products. 
Models of the multiple product firm including both fixed and 
variable factors of production are developed by Pfouts (27) and by 
Naylor (23). Pfouts derives the conditions for cost minimization for a 
given output lcvc:], and Naylor constructs the profit maximizing de-
cis:i.on ruJcs for a multiple product firm. The important role of fixed 
f'actors -Ls dcaJL with in these models. However, the possibility 
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:in l:e.r•rC:Jlated nature of demands for the firm's different products is not 
cxplicltly examined in the Pfouts and Naylor studies. 
The Multiple Product Firm Model 
Formulation of the Model. The following model of the multiple 
product firm considering both the role of fixed factors and the possi-
bil:i.ty of interrelated product demands incorporates the Hicksian as-
sumpt:i.ons stated above. Consider a firm which uses "m" variable factors 
and ''n" fixed factors to produce "s" different products where 
X.ik ::::: the quantity of the ith variable factor per unit 







(1 ~ 1, ••• , m; k = 1, ••• ,s), 
·- the quantity of the jth fixed factor per unit 
time used in the production of the kth product, 
(j = 1, ••• , n; k = 1, ... , s), 
= the quantity of the kth product produced per 
unit time, ( k = 1 , ••• , s) , 
= the quantity of the jth fixed factor which is 
available to the firm during the current pro-
duction period, (j = 1, ••• , n), 
the price of the .th variable factor, (i 1, = l = ... ' m)' and 
the price of the th (k 1, s). -- k product, = ... ' 
The firm's production function i.s given by 
.•. ' y ) = o. ns 
C represents the firm's total variable cost function. 
m 







Under the assumption of optimum input combinations, these two equations 
can be reduced to one equation with total variable costs an explicit 
!'unction of product output, that is 
s 
c = l 
k=l 
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The quantity of a fixed factor used in the production of a product 
is a function of the quantity of that product produced. 
Y.k = Y.k (Q1 ), (j=l, •••. ,n; k=l, ••• ,s). ,] J { 
PfoutH (27, PP• 652-653) states that "transferring units of fixed fac-
tors from the production of one product to that of another ordinarily 
entails a cot:t." This type of cost does not belong in either the cate-
gory of fixed costs or of variable costs because these costs do not 
change as the product-mix of the finn is changed. This conversion cost 
may be written as 
K.k = K.k [Y.k (Qk)), (j=l, ••• , n; k=l, ••. , s). 
,) J J 
whieh i.s assumed to be positive, represents the cost of converting a 





gives the total conversion costs over all products and all fixed fac-
tors. F is defined to be the fixed costs other than K. 
The total usage of the jth fixed factor in the production of the 
firm's s products cannot exceed the quantity of the firm's jth factor 




Y. k ( Qk) 1 < Y. , ( J=l, ••• , n) • 
,J J 
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Let H denote the firm's total revenue function. 
s 
R = 2 
k=l 
The quantity sold per unit time of each product is a function of the 
quantities sold per unit time of the firm's other products, that is 
Perfect competition is assumed so the quantity of the-product sold by a 
single firm h~s no effect upon th~t product's price or upon the prices 
of other prodw.:ts. 
The firm's profit function is thus defined as 






Y j k ( Qk) > 0, ( j =1 , ••• , n) • 
The Kuhn-Tucker Theorem. The Kuhn-Tucker Theorem (17) may be used 
to describe the optimality conditions of functions constrained by both 
equalities and inequalities. Using this theorem the extreme values of 
a function, such as 
are found where the variables are constrained by inequalities of the 
form 
0, · ( r=l , ••• , q) • 
In order for the theorem to be operative it is necessary to assume that 
t:ho objective function and the constraints are concave and 
d i ff:'erentiable. 
The Lagrangian function for the constrained maximization problem 
is formulated as 
L (X., 
1 
\ ) = g (X. ) + 1\r l. 




).. h (X.), 
r r 1 
To ensure the existence of a constrained maximum at X~ and ~ 
l. r 
it is necessary and sufficient that a saddle-point exists at the ex-
trem(~ value. For a saddle-point to exist, it is necessary and suf-
f:Lcient that the following conditions hold: 
(a) oL so, ( .=1, ••• ,n) 1 
I' >c. x. = x!' 
1 ]. 1 
n 
d'L (b) l x? X~ = 0 i=l .rx. x. = 1 ]. ]. l 




> o, ( r=l, ••• ., q) 
d')... ).." 
r = r 
q 
(e) I cfL ~ 0 i=l cf)\r >. >t = = r r 
(f) .\~ > 0, ( r=l, ••• , q) • 
The strict inequality will hold for condition (a) only when X~ = o. 
]. 
The strict inequality will hold for condition (d) only if~ = o, r 
i. c.' only if the 
th constraint is not binding. r 
For the Kuhn-Tucker theorem to apply to the profit maximization 
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problem, the profit function and the fixed factor constraints must be. 
concave and differentiable. Both C and K, the firm's cost functions 
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m·c assumed to behave so that marginal costs may either increase or de-
crease with an increase in output. However, if marginal costs are de-
creasing, the absolute value of the rate of decrease must be less than 
or equal to the rate of decrease in the marginal revenue function. If 
these conditions are fulfilled the firm's profit function will be con-
cave. The fixed factor constraints are linear so they may be con-
s:ider•cd as both concave and convex. Therefore, both the objective 
funcb on and its related constraints satisfy the concavity requirements 
of the Kuhn-Tucker theorem. 
Derivation of the Kuhn-Tucker Conditions. The Lagrangian function 
for the multiple product firm's profit maximization objective is formu-
lated as: 
s 
L ·- l 
k=l 
n 
-F + L 
J=l 
s 
U. [Y. - L 
J J k==l 
The following conditions must be satisfied to ensure a constrained 









Pl cro + • • • + cfQk k 














(c) o· k ~ o, 
.fL 




+ p - -s oQ k 
(k=l, ••• ' s) 
s 
- 2 yjk (Qk) 
k=l 
s 
( c > . i 
.j::ol 
(YJ. - L y 'k) 
k=l ,] 
(f) u~ ~ o, (j=l, ••• ,n). 
,) 
~ o, (j=l, ••. ,n) 
u~ = o 
,J 
l•:conomic Interpretation. Condition (a) may be rewritten as 
••• - p 
s 
oYjk 
uj ~Q , (k=l, ••• ,s). 
k 
represents the change in variable cost per unit change in the output 




is interpreted as the cost of converting all the fixed factors used 1n 
th the production of an additional unit of the k product. 
The U.'s are the opportunity costs per unit associated with fixed 
,J 
factors. The 





represents the opportunity costs of all fixed factors used in the pro-
th duction of an additional unit of the k product. In the short run the 
opportunity costs U. for the jth fixed factor is its most profitable 
J 
alternative usc in the firm, assuming no excess capacity exists in the 
.l:h J'' d f . t ,J · · :t.xe ac ·or•. If excess capacity exists then the opportunity costs 
of' j are zero, and the expression for fixed factor j adds nothing to 






The term "incremental cost" (IC) may be used for the 
+ 







expression. The incremental cost of a unit of product k is the sum of 
the changes in variable costs, in conversion costs, and in opportunity 
costs brought about by the production of that unit of product k. 
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The expression 
+ • • • + + • • • + 
may be referred to as the "indirect revenue" (IR) of product k. The 
:i r1d:i.rect revenue of product k is the change in revenue from other pro-
ducts of the firm brought about by a one unit change in the quantity 
produced of product k. 
With this terminology condition (a) becomes 
Pk S ICk - IRk , (k=l, ••• ,s). 
th The price of the k product must be less than or equal to the incre-
th mental cost of producing the k · product minus the indirect revenue of 
the kth product. When the equality holds the kth product is being pro-
duced at the optimum level. ·rf an increase in the quantity of product 
k produced results in an overall increase in revenue from the other pro-
ducts of the firm, Pk must be reduced below the incremental cost of pro-
ducing k by the amount of the indirect revenue for optimality. This 
situation would apply to a loss-leader product •. Similarly, if-increased 
production of product k causes reduced incomes from the firm's other 
products, optimality requires that the price of k exceed the incremental 
cost of k by an amount equal to k's indirect revenue. 
If the inequality holds for condition (a) the firm will not pro-
th duce the k . product because the incremental cost of the product ex-
cceds its ~rice plus indirect revenue. 
The requirements for condition (b) are fulfilled since for every 
product k either an optimum output level is produced yielding the 
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equality of condition (a) that 
= 0 
or none of k is produced, yielding 
::: 0~ 
' Nonnugativity condition (c) is satisfied by the assumption of economic 
fcasihility. If there is excess capacity in the jth fixed factor, the 
inequality will hold for condition (d), and U. will be equal to zero. 
J 
The equality will hold if the firm does not have excess capacity in the 
jth fixed factor. Therefore, condition (d) is satisfied. Condition 








This indicates that the total value imputed to the fixed factors avail-
ahJc Lo the firm must be equal to the total value of the fixed factors 
used in the firm's operations. Finally, condition (f) is satisfied be-
cause the Lagrangian multipliers are assumed to be non-negative. 
Adjustment of the Model to Treat Imperfect Competition. With im-
perfect competition in product markets the decision rule derived from 
condition (a) must be modified. Imperfect comp~tition differs from 
perfect competition in factor markets in that the firm no longer faces 
fixed· product prices. 
th 
With imperfect competition in the k product 




Price decreases as sales are increased. A firm in a perfectly com-
petitive market accepts product price as a parameter and maximizes 
profit through variations in the output level, while a firm selling in 
an imperfectly competitive market may maximize profit through varia-
tions in either output or price. th The marginal revenue of the k pro-






= dQk = + dQk 





Similarly, if products of the firm other than product k are sold in 
imperfectly competitive markets, a change in quantity sold of k may af-
feet the prices as well as the quantities sold of the other product~. 
The indirect revenue function of product k becomes 
6'01 6P 60k-1 
IR* - p 1 
k - 1 6'Qk 


















IR is the indirect revenue function for product k when at least one 
product of the firm other than k is sold in an imperfectly competitive 
market. If any of the J.lroducts other than k are sold under perfect 
competition, 
= 0 
for that product, and the 
tcm for that product drops out of the IR expression. When all pro-
ducts other than k sold under imperfect competition IR becomes IR. 
The decision rule developed from condition (a) for a firm with 
fixed product prices is 
IRk, ( k=l, ••• , s ). 
Optimum quantities of the products of the firm are assured through this 
rule, For a single product a produced in a multiple product firm the 
decision rule is 
P :S IC IR a a a 
under perfect competition. If product a 1.s the only product of the 
firm sold under imperfect' competition the decision rule becomes 
IR • a 
Another modification occurs when a has a fixed price but at least one 
other produCt of the firm is sold under imperfect competition. 
P < IC IR* a - a a• 
th Finally, if the a product and at least one other product of the firm 
have price as a function of quantity, the relevant decision rule is 
MR < IC a - a • IRa. • 
Considering all the firm•s products the rule becomes 
IR~, (k=l, ••• ,s). 
This i'; the general decision rule for selection of optimum output. 
quanti tics. 
Imperfect competition may also exist in the firm 1 s factor pur-
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h W'th . f t t"t" . th .. th . bl f t k t c ases. 1 . 1mper ec compe 1 1on 1n e 1 var1a e ac or mar e , 
the price of the factor may. be expressed as an increasing function of 
the amount of factor used. 
where 
W. = g (X.) 
1 1 . 
dW. 
2> 0. dx .. 
1 
Thtl marginal factor cost (MFC) of the i th factor is the derivative of 




With perfect competition 
so 
d(W .X.} 







= w. + x. 
1 1 
o, 






Since the total variable cost function is converted to an output unit 
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husi~:~ befqre derivation of the decision rule, imperfec~ competition in 
factor markets does not require modification of the decision rule. 
Conclusion 
The general decision rule, 
~ IRk , (k=l, ••• ,s), 
pertains to the theoretical operations of any firm for which the non-
relaxed Hickian assumptions can be made. It may be simplified for 
perfectly competitive and/or single enterprise firms. However, in the 
development of practical decision aids applicable to a particular in-
dustry, the general inequality, while an important step in the formu-
lation of such aids, must be made more specific and measurable. In the 
following chapters the theoretical guide is operationalized for practi-
cal pricing, expansion, and contraction decisions of custom feed 
millers. 
CHAPTER IV 
SHOHT-HUN MINIMUM PRICING OF CUSTOM 
FEED MILLING SERVICES 
Continued operation of the custom feed milling enterprise requires 
a certain minimum price for services. For calculating short-run mini-
mum service prices, consistent with profitable enterprise operation, 
the theoretical decision rule, 
MRk S ICk - IR~ , (k=l, ••• ,s), 
developed in Chapter III provides the basic guide. That ~s, for op-
L i.mal:i. ty the addi tiona! direct revenue from performing a custom feed 
mj1J.ing service on a batch of feed must equal the additional costs less 
the incremental indirect revenue from performing the service. The di-
rect revenue per unit is equal to the price of the service. 
~ Modification is required to render the ICk and IRk terms of this 
rule measurable for practical application. The function of Chapter IV 
is to operationalize the theoretical rule for use in minimum pricing by 
custom feed milling firm managers. The ICk term is examined first. 
1\fl:cr an enumeration of the principles of computing incremental costs, 
the ~:>hart-run costs relevant to custom.feed milling are detailed. The 
relations of the costs to each custom feed milling service are empha-
sized. The discussion then turns to assigning values to the IRC term. 
Computed incremental costs and indirect revenue are used in determin-
ing minimum service prices. Information presented is summarized in 
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worksheets designed for practical calculations. The chapter concludes 
with an application of the worksheets to minimum short-run pricing of 
the stn•vices of an example Oklahoma feed mill. 
Short-Hun Incremental Costs of 
Custom Feed Milling 
One of the two .elements for calculating a short-run minimum ser-
vice price is the short-run incremental costs of providing the service. 
Basic Concepts 
Several principles, two of which have been presented in previous 
chaptez•s, are basic to determination of the short-run incremental costs 
aHsociated with a custom feed milling service performed on an order of 
feed. These concepts provide direction and consistency in cost calcu-
lations. 
Avoidabili.ty. As discussed in Chapter III, thecosts relevant to 
decision making are those which are avoidable. This is the basic rule 
of cost determination. Only costs which can be escaped by not per-
forming a service on a particular order of feed should be charged to 
that service. The costs must be directly attributable to the perform-. 
ance of that specific procedure on that specific order of feed. If a 
cost cannot be avoided by not producing the service it is irrelevant in 
decision whether to perform the service. 
In a multiple enterprise setting, the avoidable cost concept ex-
cludes costs common to !!lOre than one enterprise. These costs are 
avoidable only by adjusting all enterprises they affect. Any allocation 
of common costs to individual enterprises is arbitrary and misleading 
:in the analysis of a single enterprise. This is especially true with 
custom feed milling, which generally is op~rated as a sideline enter-
prise. Most of the common costs, such as management salaries and of-
fice supplies expense, would be incurred whether or not the firm con-
tinues to mill feed because the firm exists mainly to perform another 
Bervice. Common costs, therefore, have no bearing on the decision of 
whether to mill a particular order of feed, and such costs should not 
be charged to custom feed milling. 
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Short-Run. The distinction between short-run and long-run costs 
has also been previously discussed. Limitation of calbulations to the 
short run precludes inclusion of costs pertaining to adjustment in the 
physical capacity of the feed mill. Exclusion of such costs as feed 
milling equipment depreciation, taxes, interest, and insurance in 
minimum pricing computations is appropriate because at a point in time 
most mills find their physical capacity fixed for a future period. The 
costs associated with durable factors are unavoidable for this period. 
Cost-based decision aids for longer periods, in which capacity can be 
adjusted, are derived in Chapter v. 
Forward-Looking. Forward-looking costs are essential because the 
pricing decisions they guide necessarily are for the future. The es-
timation of such costs must reckon with changes in such items as factor 
prices and labor productivity which may occur during the period for 
which the calculated prices will apply. Because of these considera-
tions, historical experience provides no sure basis for determining 
future incremental costs.' The problem is reduced, and historical data 
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becomes more useful if the period for which the calculated prices apply 
is short, e.g. one month or less from the time costs are estimated. 
Separate Service Costs. Custom feed milling firms typically charge 
separately for many of their services. Individual service pricing helps 
prevent subsidization of one customer by another. Subsidization can oc-
cur because the combinations of services demanded by customers vary. 
Thus, customer-owned ingredient receiving, bulk loadout, and bagged 
loadout services, whose costs are currently perceived by managers to be 
recovered through charges for other activities, if at all, should be 
priced separately like other services. Individual pricing for each 
service requires cost data tabulation by service. Each element of cost 
used in pricing should be applicable to a particular service or group 
of services within the custom feed milling enterprise. 
Cost Units. The components of theoretical incremental costs for a 











:ts the change in variable costs associated with a unit of output. In 
feed milling a unit of output with which many costs vary is fl. weight 
un:i.t such as the ton. For example, the amount of labor and hence labor 
expense required to bag a batch of feed depends largely on the tonnage 
of the batch. Delivery fuel costs, on the other hand, \lSually vary 
I 
more with delivery mileage than tonnage. In addition, a certain amount 
I 
of cost may be associated with each batch of feed receiving a particular 
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service, regardless of batch weight. The costs of temporarily convert-
:ing versatile durable assets, such as flatbed trucks and bucket ele-




oKjk [Yjk (Qk)] 
5Qk 
Renera.lly are Jncurred only once per batch, The concept of opportunity 






has its greatest application in custom feed milling to the storage of 
feed ingredients in the grain storage space of the firm., During times 
of no excess, storage capacity, storing feed ingredients involves a loss 
in i.ncome from grain storage for later sale. An appropriate output 
unit for the opportunity cost of providing grain banking services and 
of s·toring company-owned bulk ingredients is the bushel-month. 
Thus, the theoretical rule is modified to allow oQ to refer to 
several different incremental output units. Each custom feed milling 
service may have batch and/or ton cost components. Delivery services 
also exhibit a mileage cost element, and grain banking and ingredient 
addition services have a bushel-month inclusion to cover the opportunity 
costs of any income forgone from a grain handling and storage enter-
prise. 
Cost Categories 
Labor and electricity are short-run incremental cost elements that 
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are incurred in the accomplishment of most custom feed milling ser-
vices. 
Labor. - One approach to production labor expense computation re-
qui res m::magement determination of the mean production labor time re...:. 
quired for performance of each custom feed milling service. For each 
service, production labor time may have a batch component for the labor 
required to set up the milling equipment for any size batch, and/or a 
component that varies with tonnage and, for delivery services, mileage. 
Time figures are multiplied by hourly wage rates, including payroll 
taxes and fringe benefits, to arrive at labor costs. If employee wage 
rates differ, an average wage rate weighted by the prob:;~.bility of each 
wage level employee performing the task may be used. 
The record keeping and billing associated with an order of feed 
involves labor costs which are computed like production labor costs. 
On the other hand, management salaries are generally common and/or 
long-run costs and do not contribute to the short-run costs of milling 
feed. Also, if the firm is unable to easily vary the level of produc-
tion labor employed, it may be necessary to treat production labor 
costs as long-run costs. 
Electricity. The mean time of operation per ton of each electric 
motor used during a feed milling process may be estimated~· The summa-
tion of time used multiplied by the kilowatt input per hour of opera-
tion over all motors gives the amount of electricity required per ton 
for that custom feed milling service. Hourly kilowatt input depends on 
motor horsepower (Table X). Application of electric rates to the sum 


















































aAssumes motors are correctly sized and will operate at full load 
conditions. 
Source: ( 30) . 
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The batch concept may be similarly employed in electricity cost compu-
tations. 
ot~hcr Co~ts. Any other avoidable costs the custom feed mill man-
ager can identify with the performance of a custom feed milling service 
on a particular batch of feed should be included in short-run costs. 
Several costs relevant to only one or two services are discussed in the 
following examination of costs pertaining to each service. 
·costs by Custom Feed Milling 
Service 
Hecciving Customer-Owned Ingredients. The costs of unloading 
customer-owned feed ingredients (usually grains or hay) and placing 
them in grain bank or in temporary storage pertain to this service. 
Computation involves determination of batch and/or ton labor costs and 
costs of electricity used to run the conveyor. In many cases the con-
veyor is a bucket elevator. 
Grain Banking. Grain banking is the storage of customer-owned 
feed ingredients for more than a few days. Grain banking may exhibit 
costs per bushel-month because the bulk storage space of the firm is 
utilized. For a month when the grain storage space is full, the op-
portunity costs of grain banking per bushel may be measured by the es-
timated net revenue.per bushel-month that could be gained from grain 
storage for later sale. If excess storage capacity exists during a 
month, opportunity costs are zero since space used for grain banking 
does not reduce revenue from the grain handling and storage enterprise. 
Ot:her avoidable short-run costs associated with the bushel-month output 
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unit may be added by feed mill management. 
Grain Grinding, Crimping, or Cracking. Grinding costs include the 
labor, electricity, and other costs incurred in removing the grain for 
storage and in actual particle reduction. Computations are similar for 
grain crimping and corn cracking. 
Hay Grinding. With the hay grinding process hay is moved from 
sLol'age or directly from the unloading dock and ground. Labor, elec-
tricity, and, sometimes, other costs are associated with hay grinding. 
Addition of Ingredients. Costs of ingredients added to a batch of 
customer-owned grain consist of the ingredients' delivered costs to the 
firm plus the costs of unloading, storing, and adding the materials. 
Actual mixing is a separate service. Unloading, storing, and adding 
expenses may be referred to as the indirect costs of ingredient ad-
dition. Indirect costs include labor, electricity, interest on operat-
i.ng capital, and other costs. Interest on operating capital tied up in 
ingredient inventories may be calculated by multiplication of direct 
ingredient costs by the average number of days ingredients are held in 
inventory and then multiplying this product by a daily interest rate. 
Dividing an appropriate short-term interest rate by 365 yields the 
daily interest rate. Interest on operating capital must be charged as 
an opportunity cost because the funds tied up could provide revenue if 
invested elsewhere. Opportunities for alternative investment suggest 
the correct interest rate to employ. 
Mixing. After the ingredients are brought together, they are 
mixed. Labor and electric:i;ty costs for continuous mixers usually vary 
per ton, while for batch mixers these costs vary most directly per 
batch. 
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Pelleting. Electricity, labor, and miscellaneous costs are in-
curred i.n the pclleting service. Since pelleti:rig is a continuous pro-
cc:;R, l:hcsc costs are often associated with the ton unit. 
Bagging. Costs for bags used characterize the bagging operation. 
Othct· cost computations for bagging, which entails movement of the feed 
Crom the mixing or pelleting center and packing it, include those for 
labc>r and electrici-ty. 
Bagged Loadout. With the bagged loadout service, sacked feed is 
moved from the bagging facility or from temporary storage and loaded 
onto customer vehicles or onto company trucks for delivery. Performing 
!:he l>crviec entails expenses for labor, forklift fuel, and, sometimes, 
other factors employed. If an electrically powered conveyor is used to 
move Ute feed to the dock and/or load it, eleetrici ty costs are in-
cluded. 
Bulk Loadout. The costs of moving bulk feed to a company or cus-
tomer vehicle and loading it are those for labor, electricity, and 
miscellaneous inputs. 
Bulk Delivery. The process of bulk delivery includes unloading 
tho Lr·uck, as well as transport of the feed. Short-run costs of bulk 
delivery may vary per batch, per ton, or per mile delivered. The mile 
LS the mosl; appropriate unit of output for truck fuel costs, calculated 
by divi.ding the fuel price per gallon by the average miles per gallon 
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st.at:i.Ht:i.c of the bulk truck. Labor costs may depend on batch weight 
and miles delivered, as well as a cost component associated with every 
batch. 
Bagged Delivery. The bagged delivery computation procedure is the 
same as for bulk deli very, except forklift fuel costs may be incurred. 
Avoidable costs entailed in transporting and unloading a batch of bagged 
feed and returning to the mill arc tabulated. 
Combinations of Services. A complication in labor cost computa-
tions may occur during a mill's busy periods. In busy times the em-
ployees of the mill may work on more than one batch of feed at a time. 
IIcncc, custom feed milling is no longer a pure batch process and takes 
on some of the characteristics of continuous processes. For example, 
with a batch mixer, the laborer may place a batch of feed in the mixer 
and then work on grinding another batch while the first is mixing. Al-
locating labor time to each batch is difficult because the worker is 
monitoring the mixing of one hatch while performing the grinding on an-
other. In such cases the custom feed milling manager must determine 
the proportion of his mill's total daily production labor man-hours to 
assign to the performance of a basic combination.of services on each 
batch. The package of services might include grinding the grain, add-
hlg concentrate, mixing, and loading on the truck. Some of the o.ther 
services, such as bagging and delivery, tend to monopolize a worker's 
attention as they are being performed and therefore can be assigned in-
dividual labor times. 
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Total Short-Run Incremental Costs 
A worksheet for listing the short-run incremental costs incurred 
in performing a custom feed milling service is presented in Figure 6. 
In cases where labor times cannot be separated for two or more ser-
vices, costs for a combination of services may be computed upon this 
wor.•kshcc 1:. Costs are calculated for each unit· with which expenses for 
a particular service vary. Each cost figure should apply to only one 
unit. That is, double counting of costs on the worksheet by inclusion 
under mor·e lhan one unit must be avoided. Formulas are provided for 
deriving labor and electricity costs. A Short-Run Service Minimum 
Pricing Worksheet should be completed for every service and inseparable 
combination of services provided by the mill. Costs of operation per 
uni.t for all services except ingredient addition apply generally to 
orders or feed handled by the firm. Ingredient addition costs vary 
w.i.th combinations of ingredients, so may require the completion of many 
~hort-Hun Service Minimum Pricing Worksheets. 
Indirect Revenue from Custom Feed Milling 
As suggested by theory, 'in price determination the total incremental 
costs of performing a custom feed milling service should be adjusted by 
the amount of indirect revenue• from the activity. The indirect revenue 
of custom feed milling is the increase in net revenue from the other 
enterprises of the firm brought about by the firm's engaging in custom 
Cecd milling. Operation of the custom feed mill as a loss-leader is 
rational if service prices are charged that cover incremental costs less 
i ndi r•co l. revenue. Failure to consider indirect revenue could cause the 
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Service or Service Combination -------------------------------------









deli very truck fuel 
other 
totals 
less indirect revenue 





. 7( u-n....,i.-;-t~) 
per 
..,.( u-n-=i,..,.t .... )
*(hours of labor X 
per unit) 
(wage rate per hour, including payroll taxes 
and fringe benefits) · 
**for every electrical machine used in the service: 
(hours of operation X (kilowatt input X (electricity costs per 
per unit) per hour) kilowatt-hour) 
Figure 6. The Short-Run Service Minimum Pricing Workspeet 
closing of feed milling enterprises that, if operated, would increase 
overall firm revenue. It was shown in Chapter II that many Oklahoma 
mill managers perceive custom feed milling as serving an indirect 
revenue generating function. 
Since no feasible applied procedure exists to measure indirect 
revenue, its determination is left to the experience and judgment of 
management. Due to variance in order sizes, indirect revenue is con-
veniently calculated as a management-selected percentage of total 
short-run costs of providing a ~crvicc (Figure 6). 
Short-Hun Minimum Service Prices 
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Deduction of indirect revenue from incremental costs gives the 
nd.n.i.mum short-run price for performing a custom feed milling service on 
u unit; of feed. For an individual service each output unit applicable 
Lo it will have its own minimum price. These prices assure the re-
covcx'y of short-run costs of providing the service less indirect 
revenue. Completion of worksheets for all services produced by the 
l'irm allows the manager to ascertain a pattern. If minimum prices are 
not consistently gained through current firm charges, the manager must 
decide if competitive factors will allow charging service prices which 
w.ill not generate overall losses for the company. Calculated short-run 
minimum pr~ccs provide a guide for the pricing adjustment. When in-
creasing prices would seriously reduce use of the mill the firm should 
stop operation of the enterprise until conditions improve. An excep.,... 
tion to this recommendation occurs if the adverse situation 1s ex-
pected to exist a very short time and closing the enterprise would 
seriously harm the future competitive position of the firm. 
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Short-Run Minimum Order Prices 
Short-run minimum prices pertaining to all services performed upon 
an order of feed are summarized upon the Short-Run Order Minimum Pric-
ing Summary form (Figure 7). All services or service combinations are 
listed. If a service has cost components varying with more than one 
unit a line is completed for each unit. Minimum prices per unit from 
the Short-Run Service Minimum Pricing Worksheets are listed arid then 
multiplied by the number of units in the feed order. Summing order 
costs across all services gives the total short-run costs of performing 
custom feed milling procedures upon the feed order. 
Application of the Short-Run Procedure 
to an Example Firm 
An example central Oklahoma feed mill offers customer-owned in-
gredient receiving, grain banking, grain grinding, ingredient addition, 
mixing, bagging, bagged loadout, bulk loadout, and bulk delivery ser-
vices. Completion of a Short-Run Service Minimum Pricing Worksheet for 
each of these services and paperwork illustrates the procedure. 
Service Costs Computations 
Customer-Owned Ingredient Receiving. It is estimated by the mill 
manager that 10 minutes of production labor time are used to unload and 
place into storage a ton of grain. The firm's average straight pro-
duction labor wage rate is $4,70 per hour. Normal weekly operation is 
55 hours. One and one-half time wages are paid for hours of work over 
40 during a week. Making an adjustment, 
Service or 











*If a service has more than one cost unit, complete a line for each 
unit. 
Figure 7. The Short-Run Order Minimum Pricing Summa~ 
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$4.70/hour + ($4.70/hour X .5 X 15 hours/40 hours) = $5.58, 
yieldfl an average wage rate which takes overtime into account. Payroll 
t:xx~~ and fringe benefits are estimated at 13 per cent of the total 
payroll. 'rhis gives an. average production wage rate, including over-
t:i me, payroll taxes, and fringe benefits, of $6.31 per hour. The com-
puLed wage rate is applied to the estimated labor time to derive labor 
costs of $1.05 per ton for receiving customer-owned ingredients (Figure 
8) • 
A five horsepower screw conveyor is run 10 minutes to put a ton of 
customer-owned grain in storage. With knowledge of time of operation, 
motor horsepower, and electrical rates, costs of electricity per ton 
for the service can be calculated. A five horsepower motor uses 4.66 
ldlowatts of electricity per hour (Table X). With an average electri-
cal rate of 2.2 cents per kilowatt-hour, 
0.167 hours X 4.66 kilowatts/hour X $.022/kilowatt-hour = $.02 
of electricity are required to unload a ton of grain. Total short-run 
costs of receiving a ton of customer-owned ingredients are $1.07. 
Grain Banking. If the grain storage space of the firm is full 
while feed ingredients are being stored, opportunity costs associated 
with wheat the firm could not store because of the storage of feed in-
gredients should be charged. The company gains 1.8 cents per bushel-
month from the grain handling and storage enterprise. Thus, the op-
portunity costs of bulk storing a bushel of feed ingredients for a no-
excess-storage-capacity month are 1.8 cents (Figure 9). 
Core Service Combination. Two men each working 20 minutes are re-
quired for the grinding, mixing, and bulk loadout of a two ton or 
•, 
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SHORT-RUN SERVICE MINIMUN PRICING WORKSHEET 
Service of Service Combination ____ cu_s_t_o~m_e_r_-_o_w_n_e_d __ i_n~g~r_e_d_i_e_n_t __ re_c_e_l_·v_l_·n~g~ 









delive~ truck fuel 
other 
totals 
less indirect .revenue 












*(hours of labor X 
per unit) 
(wage rate per hour, including payroll taxes 
and fringe benefits) 
**for• every electrical 
(hours of operation 
per unit) 
machine used in the service: 
X (kilowatt input 
per hour) 
X (electricity costs per 
kilowatt-hour) 
Figure 8. Example Worksheet for the Customer-Owned 
Ingredient Receiving Service 
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SHORT-RUN SERVICE MINIMUM PRICING WORKSHEET 










delivery truck fuel 
other 
totals 
less indirect revenue 











*(hours of labor 
per unit) 
X (wage rate per hour, including payroll taxes 
and fringe benefits) 
**for every electrical machine used in the service: 
(hours of operation 
per unit:) 
X (kilowatt input 
per hour) 
X (electricity costs 
per kilowatt-hour) 
Figure 9. Example Worksheet for the Grain Banking 
Service 
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smaller batch of finished feed. The maximum batch size is determined 
by the firm's two ton capacity batch mixer. This is the core service 
combination of the firm. No short-run incremental costs are directly 
ar:;soci.ated with bulk loadout, which :i.s a virtually instantaneous pro-
cess. Employing the $6.31 per hour production labor wage rate calcu.:.. 
I 
lated above, providing the core service entails $4.21 of labor expense 
(Figure 10). 
Core service electricity costs vary with three different units. A 
75 horsepower hammer mill is operated 10 minutes per ground feed ton. 
Both a continuous mixer and a batch mixer are used in the company's 
custom feed milling operation. The continuous mixer runs 10 minutes 
per finished feed ton and a two ton or smaller batch remains in the 
batch mixer for 15 minutes. Using the formula on the worksheet and 
Tnble x, costs of electricity for the grain grinding, mixing, and bulk 
loadout ser·v:ice combination are shown j n Figure 10. 
Grain Grinding. Occasionally, grain is ground without mixing with 
other ingredients. Grinding costs can then be separated from the core 
service combination and vary per ton. Ten minutes each of labor and 
hammer mill time required for grinding a ton of grain cost $1.05 and 
$.2.t1, respectively (Figure 11). Total short-run costs of grinding a 
Lon of feed are $1.29. 
Ingredient Addition. Addition of 44 per cent protein soybean meal 
provides an example of calculations for the ingredient addition ser-
vice. The meal has per ton delivered costs of $169.50 (Figure 12). 
The manager of the example meal estimates that firm-owned ~n-
gt'edicnts arc typically held in storage for one week before. being used. 
SHORT-RUN MINIMUM PRICING WORKSHEET 
Service or Service Combination grinding, mixing, bulk loadout 
Unit(s) 2 ton batch, finished feed ton, ground feed ton 
2 ton finished 








delivery truck fuel 
other 
totals 
less indirect revenue 
short-run minimum price 
~unit) (unit) 
$4.21 
.23 $ .08 
$4.44 $ .08 
.oo .oo 









*(hours of labor 
per unit) 
X (wage rate per hour, including payroll taxes 
and fringe benefits) 
**for every electrical machine used in the: service: 
(hour•s of operation 
per unit) 
X (kilowatt input 
per hour) 
X (electricity costs per 
kilowatt-hour) 
Figure 10. Example Worksheet for the Core Service 
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SHORT-RUN SERVICE MINIMUM PRICING WORKSHEET 










delivery truck fuel 
other 
totals 
less .indirect revenue 












*(hour of labor 
per unit) 
X (wage rate per hour, including payroll taxes and 
fringe benefits) 
**for every electrical machine used in the service: 
( hour•s of operation X 
per unit) 
(kilowatt input X 
per hour) 
(electricity costs per 
kilowatt-hour) 
Figure 11. Example Worksheet for the Grinding Service 
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SHORT-HUN SERVICE MINIMUM PRICING WORKSHEET 
Service or Service Combination ingredient addition 
Unit ( s) ton 
Costs: per per per ton 








delivery truck fuel 
other 




less .indi.r·ect revenue .00 
Rhort-run minimum price $170.68 
.._. (hour·s of labor 
pet.· unit) 
X (wage rate per hour, including payroll taxes 
and fringe benefits) 
**for every electrical machine used in the service: 
(hours of operation X 
per unit) 
(kilowatt input X 
per hour) 
(electricity costs per 
kilowatt-hour) 
Figure 12. Example Worksheet for the Ingredient Addition Service 
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The interest rate the firm must pay for borrowing operating capital of 
nine per cent may be employed in calculating opportunity costs as-
sociated with holding an ingredient inventory. 
$169.50 X .09/165 days X 7 days = $.65. 
Oppo·rtmlity costs of capital tied up in a ton of 44 percent protein 
soyboan meal for seven days are $.65. 
Five minutes of production labor time are used to unload a ton of 
concentrate, so the labor costs of ingredient addition are $.53 
per ton. For adding a ton of 44 percent protein soybean meal to cus-
tomer owned grain total short-run costs are $170.68. 
Bagging. Bagging costs for the example firm vary per ton (Figure 
13). One man-hour of labor, costing $6.31, is used to bag a ton of 
finished feed. A five horsepower blender and a one horsepower conveyor 
are each operated one hour. Electricity costs of $.10 for the blender 
and $.02 for the conveyor are incurred. The burlap bags used by the 
firm cost $.35 each. If 40 sacks are filled for a ton of feed, per ton 
sack costs are $14.00. 
Bagged Loadout. The bagged loadout service requires five minutes 
of labor time for a ton of finished feed. Costs of five minutes of 
production labor are $.53 (Figure 14). No powered conveyors are as-
sociated with the example firm's bagged loadout, so $.53 per ton are 
total short-run costs. 
Bulk Delivery. The example feed mill offers the bulk delivery 
service. Since the bulk delivery trucks of the firm are of six ton 
capacity, some costs tend to vary with the six ton or smaller batch 
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SHORT-RUN SERVICE MINIMUM PRICING WORKSHEET 











delivery truck fuel 
other 
totals 
less indjrcct revenue 













*(hours of labor 
per unit) 
X (wage rate per hour, including payroll taxes 
and fringe benefits) 
**fol" every electrical machine used in the service: 
(hours of operation X 
per unit) 
(kilowatt input X 
per hour) 
(electricity costs per 
kilowatt-hour) 
Figure 13. Example Worksheet for the Bagging Service 
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SHORT-RUN SERVICE MINIMUM PRICING WORKSHEET 










delivery truck fuel 
other 
totals 
less indirect revenue 
short-run minimum price 
per ton 
(unit) 








* ( hour•s of labor 
per unit) 
X (wage rate per hour, including payroll t~es 
and fringe benefits) 
**for every electrical machine used in the service: 
(hours of operation 
per unit) 
X (kilowatt input 
per hour) 
X (electricity costs per 
ki lowattr- hour) 
Figure 14. Example Worksheet for the Bagged 
Loadout Service 
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unit (Figu~e 15). It is estimated that one and one-half man-hours of 
labor al'C needed to deliver a six ton or smaller batch to a farm within 
the 1~ mile radius trade area of the mill, unload the feed, and return 
to tlH'l mill. J'l'or this firm deli very labor wage rates are lower than 
production labor wage rates. Adjusting a basic wage rate of $3.75 per 
hour for overtime, payroll taxes, and fringe benefits provides a wage 
rate of $5.03 per hour. Thus, the one and one-half man-hours of labor 
for bulk delivery cost $7.54. 
Delivery truck fuel costs are also incurred. Considering that a 
bulk truck's engine runs during loading and unloading, as well as when 
on the road, the truck gets approximately four miles per gallon of 
gasoLine. With a price per gallon of 50.9 cents, a mile traveled by 
the truck has fuel costs of $.13. 
Therefore, bulk delivery costs are $7.54 for each six ton or 
~muller batch plus $.13 per mile traveled. 
Paperwork. Management of the mill estimates that record keeping 
and billing for a typical order of feed entails eight minutes of worker 
time costing $.84 (Figure 16). 
Indirect Hevenue 
As the example mill's manager strongly believes each enterprise of 
his company should gain a positive return, no indirect revenue percent-
age :i.s deducted from total short-run costs. If, on the other hand, the 
manager had estimated that 10 percent of custom feed milling short-run. 
costs could be deducted because of the positive effect of custom feed 
milling on revenues from other enterprises, lQ percent would have been 
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SHORT-RUN SERVICE MINIMUM PRICING WORKSHEET 
Service or Service Combination ______ b_u_l_k __ d_e_l_i_v_e_~~---------------------









delivery truck fuel 
ol:her 
totals 
less indirect revenue 

















*(hours of labor 
per unit) 
X (wage rate per hour, including payroll taxes 
and fringe benefits) 
**for every electrical machine used in the service: 
(hours of operation 
per unit) 
X (kilowatt input 
per hour) 
X (electricity costs per 
kilowatt-hour) 
Figure 15. Example Worksheet for the Bulk 
Delivery Service 
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SHORT-RUN SERVICE MINIMUM PRICING WORKSHEET 
Service or Service Combination paperwork 
Unit(~) order 
----------------------------
Costr;: per per order 
(unit) 
per 












$ • 84 
less indirect revenue 
short-run minimum price 
.oo 
$ .84 
*(hours of labor 
per unit) 
X 
**for every electrical 
(hours of operation 
per unit) 
(wage rate per hour, including payroll taxes 
and fringe benefits) 
machine used in the service: 
X (kilowatt input 
per hour) 
X (electricity costs per 
kilowatt-hour) 
Figure 16. Example Worksheet for Paperwork 
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subtracted from total short-run costs of each unit associated with each 
service. 
Minimum short-Run Prices 
Because no indirect revenue is deducted, for this company minimum 
short-run prices are no less than short-run incremental costs. Table 
XI compares the computed shori.~-run minimum prices with actual prices 
charged by the example firm. Differing units somewhat complicate the 
analysis. 
Despite the $1.07 per ton incremental costs, the firm makes no 
specific charge for customer-owned ingredient receiving. For grain 
banked grain these costs may be recovered through $.10 per bushel hand-
ling charges. The $.018 opportunity costs of storage space used for 
grain banking are recovered through the company's storage charge. This 
charge is short-run net revenue in months of below capacity storage use. 
Whether core service costs are recovered through current firm 
chargeH depends upon the batch size. Because of the constant costs for 
a two. ton or smaller batch and lack of minimum per batch charges, all 
short-run costs are not reclaimed for batches significantly smaller than 
two tons. For grain thai: is ground but not mixed a margin is gained 
over short-run incremental costs regardless of batch size. 
The 13 percent gross retail margin added to direct costs of in-
gredients sold by the firm ensures that ingredient addition will not 
produce short-run losses for the firm. 
Bagging is a problem service for the example feed mill. The large 
labor costs cause losses of $2.43 per ton to be incurred. Since no 





Core Service (Grain Grinding, 
l\Iixing, and Bulk Loadout) 
Grain Grinding 
Ingredient Addition (44% 






COMPARISON OF SHORT-RUN MINIMUM PRICES WITH 
CURRENT EXA~PLE FIRM CHARGES 
Calculated Minimum 
Short-Run Price 
$1.07 per ton 
$.018 per bushel-month if 
storage space full 
$4.44 per two ton or small~r 
batch plus $.24 per ton of 
ground feed plus $.08 per 
ton of finished feed 
$1.29 per ton 
$170.68 per ton 
$20.43 per ton, including bags 
$.53 per ton 
$7.54 per six ton or smaller 
batch plus $.13 per mile 
traveled 
$. 84 per order 
Price Currently Charged 
by Example Firm 
$3.33 per ton 
$.018 per bushel-month 
$4.00 per ton of ground feed plus 
$2.00 per ton of mixed feed 
$4.00 per ton 
$191.54 per ton 
$18.00 per ton, including bags 
None 
$6.00 per two ton or smaller batch 
plus $.15 per ton in _excess of two 
None· 
involved in feed bagging. 
Charges for bulk delivery fail to recover short-run incremental 
costs for approximately three ton or smaller batches. For a two-ton 
batch delivered ten miles from the mill losses are $4.14. 
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No charge is made for paperwork associated with an order of custom 
milled feed. Unless billing and record keeping costs are recovered 
through charges for other services, losses are produced. 
Although the firm's custom feed milling enterprise is in a rela-
tively favorable cost recovery situation because of margins gained on 
grain banking, the core service, grain grinding, and ingredient ad-
dition, certain pricing modification would ensure the recovery of short-
run incremental costs. Recommendations include per ton charges for 
ct1stomor~owned ingredient receiving and bagged loadout and paperwork 
charges for each order. A minimum charge for the core service regard-
toss of order size would prevent the losses currently associated with 
small orders. Similarly, minimum charges for bulk delivery should be 
increased. Finally, the charge for bagging should be adjusted upward 
using the short-run minimum price as a guide. 
Application to an Example Feed 
Order 
The Order. A simple 16 percent crude protein swine ration pro-
duced by a central Oklahoma custom feed mill illustrates the minimum 
pricing procedure for an order of feed. A ton of the ration contains 
l6JO pounds of grain sorghum and 390 pounds of 44 percent protein soy-
bean meal. Assuming a five ton order, 1,950 pounds of mill-owned meal 
arc added to 8,050 pounds of farmer-owned grain sorghum. The grain 
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sorghum has been grain banked for four months during which the grain 
storage space of the firm was virtually full. Processing consists of 
grinding the grain. After the soybean meal is added, the feed is mixed, 
first in a continuous mixer and then in a batch mixer. The finished 
feed is loaded directly on the firm's bulk truck for delivery to a hog 
farm located 10 miles from the mill. 
Short-Run Costs Summary. Services and service combinations, units, 
and minimum per unit prices are transferred from the firm's Short-Run 
Service Minimum Pricing Worksheets to the Short-Run Order Minimum Pric~ 
i.ng Summary (Figure 17). A separate line is completed for each unit, 
with which costs vary for a service. For example, bulk delivery costs 
at'c associated with both six ton batch and mileage units so two lines 
for bulk delivery costs are completed. 
lln.i.ts of each cost component in the order are then listed. Ap-
proximately 4.02 tons (8,050 pounds) of customer-owned grain sorghum 
arc received and ground. The 8,050 .pounds of grain sorghum require 
144 bushels of storage space. (One bushel of grain sorghum weighs ap-
proximately 56 pounds,) With four months of full capacity storage 576 
bushel-months of storage space opportunity costs are incurred. The 
five ton finished feed order requires two two-ton batches and one one-
ton batch of core service. Hence, grinding, mixing, and bulk loadout 
arc performed on three two ton or smaller feed batches. To the ground 
grain sorghum is added • 975 ton of 44 percent protein soybean meal. 
Five tons is one bulk delivery batch, and two way bulk delivery mileage 
is 20 miles. 
Products of per unit short-run minimum prices and units in the 






































































*If a service has more than one cost unit, complete a line for each 
unit. 
Figure 17. Example Short-Run Order Pricing Summary 
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order are summed to derive a minimum short-run price for the order of 
$206.74. With current charges the firm receives $256.52 for the order, 
so all short-run avoidable costs for such an order are recovered. 
CHAPTER V 
LONG-RUN MINIMUM PRICING OF CUSTOM 
FEED MILLING SERVICES 
A short-run minimum service price determined by the procedure pre-
sented in Chapter IV aids in deciding whether or not to perform a 
custom feed milling service on an order of feed. As implied by the ad-
jective "short-run," this is a temporary decision, easily reversible 
because no adjustment is made in durable factors. That is, in the 
short-run the decision concerns whether to operate a portion of the 
mj:tl's equipment, not whether to dispose of the equipment entirely. 
Thus, costs associated with durable assets are unavoidable under the 
short-run analysis and so are not included in cost calculations. 
With u long-run perspective, however, certain costs incurred by 
the ownership of durable assets become avoidable because the firm has 
the option of selling the equipment. Over a long period of time, the 
firm must charge prices sufficient to cover these costs in addition to 
short-run incremental costs less indirect revenue. This chapter seeks 
to detail the components of long-run costs not included in short-run 
costs. Methods of calculating the costs are derived and placed in 
worksheet form. As in Chapter IV, applicability of the methods 1s 
demonstrated through use of an example firm. 
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Long-Run Avoidable Costs of Custom 
Feed Milling 
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All costs avoidable in the short-run are also avoidable under the 
long-run analysis. Costs which can be escaped by disposing of the 
durable factors used to provide a custom feed milling service are added 
to short-run costs in deriving long-run costs. These additional costs 
are called "ownership costs." The interest on net salvage value, 
fixed maintenance, property taxes, and insurance associated with a 
piece of feed milling equipment are annual costs the firm will no 
longer incur if the equipment is sold. 
As with the short-run procedure, it is important to exclude common 
costs in long-run calculations. If a piece of equipment is used in an-
other enterprise of the firm as well as in custom feed milling, its 
cost~ cannot be escaped by permanently ceasing a custom feed milling 
service. Examples of durable assets contributing to custom feed costs 
include hammer mills and mixers. However, ownership costs pertaining 
to versatile assets, such as bucket elevators and forklifts, are com-
mon in many firms. 
Cost·categories 
Four components of costs·associated with durable assets may be 
:identified. Interest on net salvage value, fixed maintenance and re-
pairs, taxes, and insurance are measurable elements of long-run costs. 
Interest on Net Salvage Value. Opportunities for sale of an item 
of custom feed milling equipment to other feed millers, to equipment 
dealers or manufacturers, or as scrap determine the gross salvage 
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value of the item. This value may be ascertained by estimates from 
potential purchasers. The age, condition, and maintenance history of 
a machine greatly influence salvage value. Also important are the ex-
istence of assessories and the availability of spare parts. In certain 
case!': removing a piece of equipment from its present location involves 
se:r·ious damage to the item. For example, removal of a mixer from a 
building with a very small en~rance may require cutting the mixer into 
several sections. Such a procedure adversely affects salvage value. 
Costs borne by the purchasing company of removing, transporting, and 
reinstalling the equipment influence gross salvage value. Finally, the 
economic situation.in the feed milling industry helps determine the 
supply and demand balance of used feed milling equipment. In times of 
rapidly expanding feed output, the demand for equipment may exceed the 
ability of manufacturers to provide new equipment. Hence, millers seek 
used equipment, and salvage values increase. 
If the custom feed milling firm would expand resources in dis-. 
assembling the equipment, these expenditures are deducted from gross 
salvage value to derive net salvage value. Net salvage value equals 
gross salvage value in cases where the purchasing company would incur 
all costs of equipment removal. 
While net salvage value is not an out-of-pocket cost to the firm 
it involves an opportunjty cost of providing the custom feed milling 
service for which the equipment 1s used. ·rt is avoidable and has an · 
impact on the decision to continue or discontinue the service. Net 
salvage value should be estimated for each custom milling durable as-
set not used in the operation of another enterprise of the firm. 
Interest on the investment capital tied up in durable factors 
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rnou!;ur·es annual opportunity costs aHsociated with net salvage value. 
An interest rate suggested by the firm's opportunities for alternative 
investment is employed. To find yearly interest costs for a piece of 
equipment, the interest rate is applied to the item's total net salvage 
value. If the asset is sold, income equal to its net salvage value 
times the interest rate associated with alternative investment will be 
earned the first year. 
Depreciation based upon replacement costs of current durable as-
sets is not relevant to the pricing decision. Replacement is a decision 
based upon future earnings potential of equipment replaced. It is un-
related to today's operation. Depreciation based upon replacement 
costs may be used as a refinancing scheme or as a method to smooth 
prices over a period of equipment replacement, while interest on net 
salvage value measures avoidable costs associated with continued owner-
ship <>f the firm's current custom feed milling durable equipment. 
Fixed Maintenance and Repairs. If a maintenance or repairs ex-
pense varies with time of machine operation, it should be designated a 
short-run cost and not an ownership cost. The equipment's remaining 
main:tcnance and repairs costs, incurred regardless of how much the ma-
chine is used during the year, are fixed maintenance and repairs cost. 
Yearly fixed maintenance and repairs costs associated with the owner-
ship of a custom feed milling durable asset can be avoided b;y selling 
the asset. In most cases assignment of maintenance and repairs costs 
to variable and fixed categories will be difficult, so all maintenance 
and repairs costs may be calculated as ownership costs. 
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Property Taxes. Disposal of a piece of equipment allows the firm 
to escape the equipment's property taxes. If taxes are not listed sep-
arately for each equipment item on the firm's property taxes statement, 
the yearly taxes associated with a custom feed milling service may be 
estimated. The estimates are derived by management approximation of 
the proporUon of total firm property taxes attributable to the equip-
ment used in each custom feed milling service but not in other enter-
pr.i ~;es. 
Tnsurancc. Costs associated with insurance for the protection of 
cusLom feed milling durable equipment are avoidable in the long run. 
Cal cuJ at.i on of yearly property insurance costs for each unit of equip-
.mcnt or service is accomplished in the same manner as property taxes 
computation. 
Costs by Custom Feed Milling 
Service. 
For individual service pricing and continuance or discontinuance 
decisions, the additional long-run costs must be tabulated by service. 
This is accomplished by the summation of yearly interest on net salvage 
value, fixed maintenance and repairs, property taxes, and insurance 
costs of all equipment used for performing a particular custom feed 
milling service. If the estimation procedure is used for taxes and in-
surance, these costs may already be in per service form. 
Costs associated with assets used in' more than one enterprise are 
excluded. In some firms services such as ingredient .receiving, grain 
banking, ingredient addition, bulk loadout, and bagged loadout may 
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employ on]y equipment whose costs are common. For such activities long-
r'un avoidable costs are equal Lo Hhort-run avoidable costs. 
W:ith the below capacity operation that characterizes custom feed 
milling, ownership costs do not vary with output units. However, for 
pricing they must be assigned to units in which prices are expressed. 
For· simplicity, long-run costs associated with durable factors are ap-
plied to the output unit for which the major element of a service's 
short-run costs apparently varies. This unit is mileage for bulk de-
livery and bagged delivery and per bushel per month for grain banking. 
For the remaining services, costs seem to depend most directly upon 
tonnage or batches. 
fl. worksheet for a service's long-run minimum price calculation is 
presented in Figure 18. The service and its unit ar'e designated. Per 
un:i t ownership costs are calculated. For example, in pelleting 9wner-
ship costs determination, the yearly ownership costs of equipment used 
in peJleting are divided by the expected yearly tonnage of feed pel-
leted. For bulk delivery, yearly ownership costs are divided by total 
expected bulk delivery mileage during the year. Ownership costs per 
unit arc added to the short-run minimum price associated with the ma-
jor cost unit of the service to derive the service's long-run minimum 
price. 
Long-Run Minimum Service Prices 
Two procedures for using the computed long-run minimum prices are 
recommended. For whole enterprise analysis a summary worksheet may be 
completed for each major type of custom feed milling order the firm 
handles (Figure 19). Each per unit minimum long-run price is 
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LONG-HUN SERVICE MINIMUM PHICING WORKSHEET 
Service of Service Combination ------------------------------------
Unit 
---------------------------------
Yearly Ownership Costs: 
net salvage value ------------
x interest rate 
interest on net salvage value 




total yearly ownership costs -------...---
7 expected yearly 
..,..( u_n_,i,_,.t...,..) (service) 
ownership costs per 
(unit) 
short-run minimum price per * 
(unit) 
long-run minimum price per 
(unit) 
*From Short-Hun Service Minimum Pricing Worksheet. 
F:igurc 18. The Long-Run Service Minimum Pricing Worksheet 
LONG-RUN ORDER MINIMUM PRICING SUMMARY 
Service or 







minimum long-run price for the order 






multip Ucd by the amount of that unit in the order. If the estimates 
nmdo Ln their calculation are correct:, charging at least the long-run 
CH'det'' mini mum prj cen ensures that operating the enterprise will not 
cau5e losBes for the firm in the long-run. If over a long period of 
time the firm cannot average prices sufficient to cover long-run costs 
less indirect revenue on most orders, the custom feed milling enter-
prise should be "permanently" closed. That is, loss avoidance requires 
that the custom feed milling equipment be sold. 
Second, derived long-run minimum service prices may be used to 
analyze marginal custom feed milling services. These are services 
which can be eliminated without dropping the entire enterprise. Mar-
ginal services often include grain banking, crimping, cracking, pellet-
ing, bagging, bagged loadout, bulk delivery, and bagged delivery. Other 
services generally are vital to the continuance of custom feed milling 
.in the firm. A basic custom feed milling enterprise might include in-
gredient receiving, grinding, addition of ingredients,.mixing, and bulk 
loadout. Minimum long-run per unit prices for the individual services 
are the basic data for marginal services analysis. An individual ser-
vice's long-run minimum price is found by adding per unit ownership 
costs of providing the service to its short-run minimum price expressed 
jn the same unit. If a marginal service's price cannot be consistently 
set to recover its long-run costs less indirect revenue, disposal of 
that service's durable equipment is the indicated course of action. 
Nonmarginal services are not susceptible to this type of analysis. They 
must be considered in a whole enterprise framework. 
Application of Lhe Long-Run Procedures to 
an Ex amp 1 e Firm 
Marginal Service Analysi$ 
Pelleting with its relatively expensive durable facilitie,s and 
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ease of separation from the rest of the enterprise may be analyzed as 
a marginal service. An example illustrates the procedure. Assure a 
firm's pellet mill, cooler, fan, collector, crumbler, and scalper as-
sociated with the pelleting service are five years old and had original 
installed costs of $45,065 (33). Estimates from equipment ·manufacturers 
indicate that net salvage value of $12,000 can be assigned to the pel-
leting equipment. 
$1, 100 per year. 
Fixed maintenance and repairs expenses typically are 
It is estimated that 10 percent of the firm's total 
yearly property taxes of $3,380 is incurr~d because of the ownership 
of pc lletlng equipment. The firm does not carry property insurance on 
its custom feed milling facilities. 
Ownership costs for the pelleting service of the example· mill are . 
tabulated in Figure 20. The firm's interest ra-:t;e for_borrowing operat-
ing capital of nine percent is applied to the $12,000 net salvage value. 
Yearly fixed maintenance and repairs costs and property taxes are added 
to the interest on net salvage value to derive total yearly ownership 
costs. Pelleting costs vary most directly with the ton unit. Estimated 
yearly tonnage pelleted by the mill is 500. Division by 500 yields per 
ton ownership costs of $5.04. This figure is added to the pelleting 
mJnimum_short-run price per ton of $1.30 to find the long-run minimum 
price for performing the pelleting service. 
Comparison of the long-run minimum price of $6.34 with the $.25 
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LONG-RUN SERVICE MINIMUM PRICING WORKSHEET 
Service or Service Comb ina ti on ___ .... p..:.e..:.l_l ... e_t..:.i_nJijg:.._ __________ _ 
Unit ton 
Yearly Ownership Costs: 
net salvage value $12,000.00 
x interest rate .09 
interest on net salvage value $1,080.00 
fixed maintenance and repairs 1,100.00 
property taxes 338.00 
insurance o.oo 
total yearly 
total yearly ownership costs $2,518.00 




ownership costs per ton 
(unit) 
short-run minimum price per ton 
(unit) 
long-run minimum price per ton 
(unit) 





Figure 20. Example Worksheet for the Pelleting Service 
no 
per hundredweight ($5.00 per ton) price currently charged by the firm 
for pelleting indicates that adjustments must be made to prevent long-
run losses. The company should explore opportunities· for increasing . 
pelleting volume and hence spreading ownership costs over more tonnage 
and/or for increasing pelleting charges to a level which will not pro-
duce losses. Ifmanagement deems neither of these adjustments feasible, 
the company should divest itself of the pelleting service. In such a 
case firm profitability would be improved by selling the pelleting 
equipment. 
Whole Enterprise Analysis 
The example feed order studied under the short-run whole enter-
prise procedure provides an illustration of long-run whole enterprise· 
analysis. Customer-owned ingredient receiving, grain banking, grain 
grinding, ingredient addition, mixing, bulk loadout, and b11lk delivery 
services are performed on the batch of swine feed. Grinding, mixing, 
and bulk loadout are analyzed as a core service combination. A Long-
Hun Service Minimum Pricing Worksheet is completed for each of these 
services. Results of the calculations are detailed in Table XII. Ac-
complishment of customer-owned ingredient receiving, grain banking, 
ingredient addition,· and bulk loadout services requires very little 
noncommon durable equipment. Hence, ownership costs for these services 
are quite low. For the example firm grinding, mixing and bulk delivery 
arc high volume operations so they, too, exhibit relatively small per 
unit ownership costs. 
Long-run minimum prices for services performed upon the example 









LONG-RUN MINIMUM PRICES FOR SERVICES PERFO~~D 








Minimum Price · 
per Unit 


























21). Minimum prices are multiplied by units in the order, and the pro-
ducts are added to determine a long-run minimum price of $215.89 for 
performing custom feed milling services on the order. 
The firm's $256.52 current charge for milling the example order 
<)f feed provides a substantial residual over long-run costs less in-
direct revenue. If similar results are derived from long~run analyses 
of other typical feed orders milled by the firm, continuance of the 
custom feed milling enterprise is warranted by cost factors. 
Prices Above Long-Run Minimum Prices 
The margin charged above a long-run minimum price depends on the 
compcti t.ion facing the m~ll in the forms of other custom feed mills 
and farmer opportunities for the purchase of formula feeds or feeding 
their grain straight. Given cost-based minimum prices and knowledge 
of its competition, management is in a position to set this margin. 
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LONG-HUN ORDER MINIMUM PRICING SUMMARY 
Minimum 
Long-Run 
Service or Price Units in Order 
Service Combination Unit ;eer Unit Order Price ---customer-owned 
ingredient receiving ton $ 1.15 4.02 $ 4.62 
~rain bankin~ bu.-mo .018 576 10.37 
grinding, mixing 2 ton 
bulk load out batch 6.84 .3 20.52 
grinding, I I finished m1x1.ng 
bulk load out ton .08 5 .40 
r,r:inding, I ' ground m1x1.ng 
bulk load out ton .24 4.02 .96 ---
ingredient addition ton 170.71 .975 166.44 
6 ton 
bulk delivery batch 7.54 1 7.54 
miles 
bulk deliver~ traveled .21 20 4.20 
Ea;eerwork order .84 1 .84 
minimum long-run price for the order $215.89 
Figure 21. Example ;Long-Run Order Minimum Pricing Summary 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND SUGGESTIONS 
FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
Summary 
Large variances in prices charged for the same custom feed milling 
service by similar firms call attention to a possible deficiency in use 
of costs data by such firms. Needs for pricing decision guides ex-
pressed by management of custom feed mills and the literature's lack of 
cost determination methods applicable to non-average firms evidence 
that the deficiency indeed exists. This state of affairs suggests a 
general objective of deriving cost-based decision aids for custom feed 
millers.· 
A specific objective of describing technical and economic aspects 
of custom feed milling is important by itself, as well as providing a 
basis for accomplishment of the general objective. The 1977 Custom 
Feed Milling Survey finds that custom feed milling typically operates 
as an enterprise of secondary gross revenue generating importance to 
the main business of the company. Custom feed milling is often per-
ceived by management as a service designed to increase revenue from 
the primary firm enterprise. A significant seasonal pattern exists in 
custom feed milling output, ingredient storage, and labor utiliz(ltion, 
with peaks during winter. Survey indications point to large excess 
capacity in the industry, especially during the non-winter months. The 
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possibility of intrafirm conflict between custom feed milling and grain 
handling and storage enterprises in the use of elevator storage space 
nece~silates an opportunity cost concept for the grain banking service. 
Ser·vice charges and estimated cos Ls each vary greatly between Oklahoma 
custom feed mills. S:i.gni ficantJy, lar·ge numbers of survey mills are 
unable to estimate per unit service costs of operation. 
1\fter a review of basic cost concepts, theory of cost and pric-
ing is developed, taking into account the descriptive information. 
The possibilities of using durable assets in more than one firm enter-
prise and of interrelated demands between enterprises are reflected in 
the theoretical formulation. Because a multiple enterprise firm's 
profit function is constrained by inequalities allowing unused ca-
pacity, the Kuhn-Tucker theorem is employed to derive profit maximiz-
ing conditions. After expansion of the model to cover imperfect 
cnmpeti tion, the derived theoretical pricing decision rule is 
* ' IRk' (k=l, .•• ,s). 
For optimality the additional direct revenue from producing the last 
unit of a product k must equal the incremental costs less indirect 
revenue of producing the unit. 
Operationalization of the decision rule formulates procedures 
for calculating the short-run costs of providing custom feed milling 
services. Labor, electricity, direct ingredients, storage space, 
interest, bags, vehicle fuel, and miscellaneous costs may be computed 
for custom feed milling services through use of the Short-Run Service 
Minimum Pricing Worksheet. Indirect revenue 1s then deducted. Calcu-
lated per ser·vice and per feed order minimum prices a~d in short-run 
ll6 
pricing adjustments and in decisions of whether to operate the custom 
feed milling enterprise in the short run. 
Long-run minimum pricing involves the addition of per unit owner-
ship costs to short-run minimum prices. Interest on net salvage value, 
fixed maintenance and repairs, property taxes, and insurance are owner-
~hip costs pertaining to custom feed milling equipment. A long-run 
minimum price for a marginal service, such as pelleting or bagging, 
allows management to decide whether to continue the service. Deriva-
tion of long-run minimum prices for a number of orders facilitates 
continuance-discontinuance decisions for the entire enterprise. Short 
of closing the enterprise, volume and/or pricing adjustments for custom 
feed milling services utilize long-run pricing data. 
Conclusions 
·The Short-Run Service Minimum Pricing Worksheet, Short-Run Order 
Minimum Pricing Summary, Long-Hun Service Minimum Pricing Worksheet, 
and Long-Run Order Minimum Pricing Summary forms with attendant pro-
cedures are developed as cost-based decision aids for custom feed 
millers. The formf:> are designed to require small modification for ex-
tension us.e. Unlike methods derived in past feed milling studies, 
these worksheets are flexible so management can insert costs relevant 
to their own feed mill, instead of relying upon indust~ average 
figures. Current costs can be employed instead of the use of possibly 
out-of-date survey results. Also, the worksheets recognize the multi-
ple enterprise nature of custom feed milling operations. 
Some suggestions for using the forms are appropriate. For short-
run or long-run custom feed milling enterprise adjustment decisions, 
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it is essential that a number of orders with varying service and in-
gredients combinations encountered by the mill will be analyzed. The 
enterprise should not be ceased or continued on the cost character-
istics of only a few feed orders. Of course, the costs of performing 
a minimum pricing procedure on another order should be compared with 
the possible benefits of increased knowledge. Many calculations, e.g., 
the labor costs of grinding a ton of grain,.may be reused for differ-
ent feed orders, so the costs of analyzing an additional order are of-
ten small. 
Management should not approach custom feed milling cost-based de-
liberations with preconceived ideas of whether the firm should engage 
in the enterprise. The many estimates made in determining costs of 
operation provide opportunities for biases held by managers to affect 
t:he results. Every estimate should be the most accurate the manager's 
experience and judgment allow him to provide, without regard to the 
possible outcome of the analysis. 
To adjust for possible management bias and for errors which may 
occur in cost computations, the effects of various costs underestimates 
and overestimates upon a minimum price should be explored. Sometimes 
determination of minimum prices for a number of feed orders also helps 
lo reduce the influence of biased or erroneous costs estimates; 
Suggestions for Further Research 
Several limitations of this study point to th~ need for further 
research. Exclusion of costs common to more than one firm enterprise 
is necessary in analysis of a single enterprise, such as custom feed 
milling in a multiple enterprise framework. Any allocation of common 
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coRt::: to a single enterprise is arbitrary and could distort costs data 
for Lhat. enterprise. However, for long-run survival of the firm, com-
mon costs must be recovered. Future investigations of the costs struc-
ture of entire agribusiness firms could allow the derivation of minimum 
pricing procedures that ensure the recovery of common costs. 
In constructing the data for minimum price determination many es-
timates are involved. Improved custom feed milling firm cost account-
ing methods would reduce dependence upon estimates and render necessary 
estimates more reliable. Such accounting procedures are suggested by 
coflt computations detailed in this thesis. Explicit development of 
improved agribusiness cost accounting procedures applicable to pricing 
await further studies, possibly pursued by accounting experts. 
Minimum prices which prevent losses from performing custom feed 
milling services provide· the starting point for pricing decisions. Ad-
ditional information on competitive conditions is needed for setting 
profit maximizing prices. Research detailing factors determining profit 
maximizing service prices and providing systems for measurement of 
these factors would be a great aid to the custom feed milling industry. 
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THE 1977 CUSTOM FEED MILLING SURVEY 
The for•mult\tlon of coHL-ba~';ed decision a.ids for custom feed millers 
J·cquired comd.derablc descr·iptive information about the industry. Pri-
mary data for this purpose were acquired through the 1977 Custom Feed 
Milling Survey. All firms listed in the 1976 Oklahoma.Grain and Feed 
Association Official Directory (25) which indicated "custom mix feed" 
as a service performed were requested to participate in the survey. The 
directory's 120 Oklahoma companies engaged in custom feed milling repre-
sented virtually all firms offering this service in the state. 
Two survey mailings were made to improve the response. Feed mill-
ers not answering the first mailing were sent a second copy of the 
questionnaire. Each survey mailing included a letter explaining the 
purpose of the survey and requesting the information. 
From the 120 contacted businesses 50 questionnaires with usable 
data were received. Twenty-eight usable questionnaires were obtained 
from the first mailing and 22 from the second mailing. Two firms re-
sponded but refused to provide information, and ten companies reported 
no custom feed milling enterprise. The remaining 58 firms did not re-
spond to the. survey. Thus, 51.7 per cent of the firms sent question-
naires responded, and 41.7 per cent provided useful information. In-
dividual questions were answered by varying proportions of the 50 data 
provi.ding millers .(Table XIII). 
Custom Fr~ed Milling Questionnaire 















dried be f.' t· pu I p 








2. n. Jlnw many hours per week does your feetl mill normally operate? 
I.J. What is the maximum hours per week vour feed mill operated in 
1976? 
c. l)uring what month did this maximum operation occur? -~~---
I, H~>w many man-hours of labor per week are currently used in your feed 
111 t:l I ? 
1'. Wit: I!. l !'I the maximum mixing capacity of your mill per hour? -·~-- ... tons 
~~. Plv:lH!! estl.nuHe the distance from your mill to the most distant customer 
6. 





Whnt is y6ur firm's grain storage capacity? bushels · 
I low much of this capacity is no rmall.y used for storing feed ingre-
cllant:s? bushels 
What was the greatest amount of storage capacity used at one time for 
storing feed ingredients in 1976? ----------bushels 
]luring what month did this peak use occur? 
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I. PlPase ~heo::k the services other than feed milling which your fim offers 
<lild list each f;ervice 's percentage contribution to the 1976 gross revenue 
,,f Y<lllt' firm. 
5~~~ 
grain storage and merchandising 









animal health products 
general farm merchandise 
custom feed milling 
% Contribution to 
1976 Gross Revenue 
100% 
g. Pl Aase check your r irms reason (s) for engaging in custom feed milling 
nnd rank them in order of importance. 
Rea~11 
to increase revenue from other services 
to make a profit 
compt"tition 
utilize excess facilities 
utilize excess labor 
uti.lize excess storage 
to keep customers 




9. Please check the feed milling serviec>s offered by your firm and list 






























cwt., etc:.J . 
____ __per ____ _ 
----'per _____ ,..... 
--------~er _________ _ 
____per er _________ _ 
___ per __ ___per _________ _ 
___ _per per _______ _ 
__ ·__ per______ er _______ _ 
__ ___.per er_- ----
____ per_ er _______ _ 
----'per------
-----"per __ ;_______ _ _____ per _____ _ 
-----"per________ _ ___ per ____ _ 
_ ___per_____________ _ _ ___per ____ _ 
_ __per________ er _ __; __ 
10. Please check tl~ factors you consider in setting custom feed milling 
.-Ita rgcs and rank the111 in order of .i.mportance. 
Factor 
charges of competitors 
cost of Lngred.i.ents 
cost of labor 
cost of machinery 
overall cost of operation 
your past charges 
your desired profit margin 
1:'1 ff ec t of charges on vol urne 




11. Please list the volume of grain feeds milled by your firm in eac;h 
month of 1976. 
Volume in Volume in 
__ .Jons _ Tons 
January -·--·--- July -----
February ----- August -----

























PERCENTAGES OF THE 50 RESPONDING FIRMS ANSWERING 
INDIVIDUAL SURVEY QUESTIONS 
Percentage of Percentage of 
Firms Providing Firms Providing 

















Source: 1977 Custom Feed Milling Survey. 
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